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ABSTRACT 

For more than two decades, the medical informatics community has worked towards 

representing evidence-based guidelines in computer code, intended to be executed at the 

point of care. The purpose is to close the gap between evidence of best medical practices and 

the care that patients receive. Most informatics work has taken a “guideline-centric” 

approach, focusing primarily on the guidelines rather than the physicians who are the 

intended users.  

The HIT Asthma project took a “user-centric” approach towards developing, implementing 

and evaluating the effects of a computerized decision support (CDS) tool for ambulatory 

asthma care.  The user-centricity yielded findings that questioned the ability of guidelines to 

support medical work, raised ethical concerns, and challenged the epistemic foundations of 

the evidence which the guidelines are intended to impart.  The approach also demonstrated 

how CDS tools for chronic disease could become prototypical technologies to support a 

“Healthcare System that Learns”, a vision promulgated by the Institute of Medicine 

Roundtable on Evidence-Based Medicine. 
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 

I.A. THE INFORMATICS RATIONALE FOR COMPUTERIZED DECISION SUPPORT 

For more than two decades, the medical informatics community has pursued an agenda 

that brings evidence-based guidelines to the point of care through computerized decision 

support (CDS) tools [3-7]. The purpose is to close the well-documented gap between evidence 

of best medical practices, and the care that patients actually receive [8-10]. The theoretical 

rationale is that physicians make decisions based on proximal information that is quick and 

easy to use [11].  During a time-pressured encounter, physicians will not search through 

guidelines transmitted through lengthy narratives; computer technology puts information at 

their fingertips, anticipating the questions they are likely to have.  

Although some are aware that physicians will adopt technology only if it meets their 

needs[4], the CDS informatics development approach is predominantly “guideline-centric”: At 

the center of the enterprise to build and implement a CDS tool are the practice guidelines and 

the recommended physician behaviors they contain [12].  An alternative approach is “user-

centric”: At the center of the enterprise to build a CDS tool is the physician user who will be 

deploying it.  Empirical findings from the informatics literature, as well as theories developed 

in the fields of human factors and cognitive ergonomics, suggest that a user-centric approach 

is essential if users are to deploy the technologies that are being created for them. 

This dissertation describes findings and insights that emerged from a user-centric 

approach to creating, implementing and evaluating the effect of a computerized decision 

support tool for ambulatory asthma care.  As predicted by theory, the technology was quickly 

adopted by a subset of physician-users at the implementation site, and other physicians at 

different sites expressed strong interest in it, exhibiting an appetite for uptake not generally 

found for technologies that are developed without strong user involvement. 
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User-centricity, however, led to unexpected insights of greater significance. Because 

physician-users were intimately involved in the tool’s development, they became acutely 

aware of the inadequacy of the evidence upon which the guidelines were based.  This 

awareness then created instances in which clinician/developers faced conflicts between their 

respect for the authority of the guidelines and the guideline developers, and their ethical 

obligations to patients.  Although it was possible to resolve the ethical issues by using the CDS 

tool as a way to generate practice-based evidence, the contemporary “evidence hierarchy” in 

evidence-based medicine assigns greater epistemic value to evidence from randomized 

controlled trials (RCTs) [13].  This relative value system creates social pressure to use CDS tools 

for chronic disease simply as a way to disseminate evidence generated predominantly by RCTs, 

and discourages their use for generating evidence from practice. However, generating 

evidence from practice, and incorporating results directly into new versions of the tool, is 

exactly what was recommended by an Institute of Medicine (IOM) Roundtable on Evidence-

Based Medicine, when it asserted that the nation needs a healthcare system that learns. [14]. 

 

I.B. EVALUATIONS OF THE IMPACT OF CDS AND THE ROLE OF USER ACCEPTANCE 

I.B.1. Overview of computerized decision support (CDS) 

CDS tools range widely in complexity. The most complex type, under consideration here, 

guides users through decision sequences that contain multiple contingencies and branching 

points, with decisions based on patients’ responses to prior therapy.  Seroussia et al [15] calls 

this “guided mode” support, to differentiate it from the simpler and more common “critiquing 

modes”, often delivered through enterprise-wide electronic health record (EHR) systems.   

Before considering complex guided support in more depth, it is useful to describe 

critiquing support, to understand the differences. Users experience the most basic level of 

critiquing support as reminders that pop up on screen; the mechanism employs data-driven 

algorithms built into the EHR, which “fire” automatically when a set of logical rules are 

satisfied.  A more advanced level of critiquing support (often going by names such as “order 

sets”, or “computerized physician order entry”) gives users integrated sets of ordering 
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selections, and fires an alert if the user makes a selection that is contraindicated by existing 

data, or by pre-specified ranges [16, 17].   

Alerts and reminders have been shown improve rates of performing single recommended 

actions for patients at risk, such as immunizing a child [18], ordering preventive services [19, 

20], and reducing medication errors [21].  Computerized order entry systems have potential to 

reduce overuse of expensive diagnostic services [4] and to achieve consistency and 

standardization in ordering across the medical system that uses them.  

While useful, these reminders, alerts, and order sets do not provide the kind of evidence-

based guided decision support that physicians need to manage a chronic disease.  Several 

common clinical scenarios illustrate the differences: A reminder system may alert a physician if 

an asthma patient is due for an updated asthma action plan; an order set may direct the 

physician towards ordering a daily controller medication; a warning may appear if the daily 

controller the physician orders is contraindicated by another medication order for that patient.  

But none of these systems will help the physician decide which daily controller medication to 

order and at what dose, given the patient’s level of asthma control that has been achieved 

with current therapy. While a pulmonary specialist will likely be able to make these decisions, 

a primary care physician who treats multiple conditions may require knowledge support. 

I.B.2. Complex CDS for managing chronic disease  

An active medical informatics subfield has been developing guideline-based CDS tools for 

chronic disease for more than twenty years [3, 5, 22]. There are thousands of guidelines, with 

the number growing every year, and many informaticists have dedicated careers towards 

creating artificial languages intended to automatically convert guideline narratives into 

executable code [12, 23]. In a vision first articulated in 1982 [24], one day the codes will be 

broadcasted from central repositories and downloaded into the EHRs at local delivery sites. 
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I.B.3. The impact of CDS for chronic disease, and the imperative of user centricity 

In 2009, Heselmans et al  [25] performed a systematic literature review to determine the 

degree to which implementation of CDS tools for chronic disease is associated with clinicians’ 

adherence to guideline recommendations, and/or patient outcomes. Unlike other systematic 

reviews which asked similar questions [26-29], but did not differentiate between simple 

critiquing vs. complex guided support, Heselmans et al only reviewed studies of complex 

systems supporting chronic disease, which were introduced into ambulatory care through 

existing electronic health record systems. They identified twenty-seven relevant studies, some 

of which compared “computerized guidelines” to their paper equivalents, and some of which 

compared “computerized guidelines” to “usual care” of no guideline implementation at all. 

For adherence to guidelines, more than half the studies showed no difference between 

computerized guidelines and usual care, and for all reviewed studies, there were no 

differences between computerized and paper guidelines. Of the few studies that evaluated 

patient outcomes, none showed differences between computerized guidelines and either 

comparison group.  Heselmans et al concluded that “There is little evidence at the moment for 

the effectiveness of an increasingly used and commercialised instrument such as electronic 

multidimensional guidelines”. 

The conclusion may be premature. Upon inspection, the absence of effect was almost 

always due to users rejecting the technology. Users complained that the timing of the system 

triggers was poor, that the systems were difficult to use, that the content was not relevant to 

delivering care [27], or that using the system required more time than physicians had available 

[22,30].  Quaglini et al found that physicians needed both administrative and decision support; 

if the system did not provide both, they perceived it as useless and ignored it all, including the 

guideline-based decision support [31].  Evaluations of the effectiveness of CDS tools thus 
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cannot be separated from evaluations of their usability, because if clinicians don’t use them, 

questions about effectiveness are moot.   

Requirements for usability and thus acceptance fall into three major categories. The first 

requirement is that the system be integrated into usual workflows [4, 6, 22, 28, 31-33]. When 

the normal workflow is directed by an enterprise electronic health record system, the software 

providing the support must either be part of the system, or reachable from it [4, 22]. A second 

requirement is that the system must offer content physicians find valuable [27].  In chronic 

disease management, content is specific to the patient’s location on the disease trajectory. 

Bates et al identify this ability to identify patient status a vitally important frontier [32]. A third 

requirement is that the system support multiple functions, including administrative ones [31].  

The user must invest both time and effort to invoke the system and follow its guidance.  Given 

the volume of activities that physicians are required to perform, if they are unable to achieve 

multiple goals, the likelihood that they will seek only the decision support diminishes. Users 

need to experience the system as a “workflow manager” [34, 35] in addition to being a 

“knowledge communicator” [4]. 

To ensure that users accept a CDS system, some informaticists have argued that physicians 

be involved in tool design [4, 6], and some have even suggested that development should be 

driven by physician-user demand[4].  These are tentative conclusions based on empirical 

observations of what works and what does not. However, they are basic theoretical principles 

in the discipline of human factors, and its subfield of cognitive task design [36-42], applied to 

clinical decision making [43-46]. Only by consulting the user can the designer build a 

technology that reliably supports the user’s cognitive work. 

I.B.4. Summary: CDS for chronic disease and the imperative of user-centricity 

Despite the imperative to understand and specifically design to meet user needs, most 
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CDS tools developed within the informatics community take a document-centric approach.  

The “customer” is not the user, but rather the academic health and health policy communities 

who want users (e.g. physicians) to behave the way evidence-based practice guidelines 

recommend. The purpose of the tool is described not in terms of meeting users’ needs, but 

rather in terms of delivering guidelines to the point of care. 

Users need relief from administrative burdens, answers to their questions, and pragmatic 

suggestions to improve patients’ outcomes. These needs could be met by document-centric 

CDS tools if the recommendations in chronic disease practice guidelines did relieve 

administrative burdens, and did answer clinical questions arising during the ordinary delivery 

of care, and did offer pragmatic advice to improve patient outcomes.   

But according to the IOM Roundtable on Evidence-Based Medicine, practice guidelines 

seldom achieve these objectives, primarily because the evidence upon which they are based is 

generated in a manner that is too distant from the realities of delivering care[14]. This means 

that CDS tools designed with a document-centric approach not only risk rejection because of 

clumsy usability, they also risk rejection because the content they offer does not satisfy users’ 

needs for knowledge and administrative support. 

I.C. A USER-CENTRIC CDS TOOL FOR AMBULATORY ASTHMA CARE 

This dissertation is based upon findings that emerged during the HIT Asthma Project. A 

user-centric decision support tool for ambulatory asthma care was built to meet needs of 

physicians, nurses and clinical educators at Hennepin County Medical Center (HCMC), an urban 

safety net in Minneapolis Minnesota.   HCMC cares for approximately 10,000 patients with 

asthma. Most ambulatory asthma care is delivered in nine clinics: four family medicine clinics 

located in the community, two pediatrics and two adult medicine clinics on the main 

downtown campus, and one pulmonary specialty clinic also located downtown.  Project clinical 
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leaders included a pediatric pulmonary specialist, a general internist who also was the 

organization’s Chief Medical Informatics Officer, a pharmacist, and a nurse-educator. 

The pulmonary physicians needed more asthma-specific administrative and clinical 

decision support than the electronic health record (EHR) system could provide.  The system 

was an integrated suite of products offered by one of the nation’s leading vendors of EHRs.  

Like other enterprise-wide EHRs that have been built to optimize the workflow functions of 

contemporary healthcare delivery (e.g. scheduling, ordering, documentation of clinical 

conditions, billing)[47, 48], this system could provide reminders, alerts and order sets, but it 

could not meet user demands to produce an asthma action plan (AAP – Figure I.1) that was 

automatically populated with treatment selections individualized to the patient, with the 

visual properties that local clinical users required. 

Asthma action plans, and care management plans in general, are cited by the clinical 

community as essential components of care for patients with chronic disease [49-51]. In clinic, 

such plans serve as “boundary objects” [52] between patient and physician, facilitating 

communication about home-based asthma management across linguistically disparate 

communities. Called “self-management education”, clinicians believe that conversations 

facilitated by the plan empower patients to manage their conditions outside of the health care 

delivery site, and that they are essential for good outcomes.  

The HCMC clinicians leading the HIT Asthma project wanted a tool that would produce an 

AAP individualized to the patient at the conclusion of an asthma encounter, with visual 

properties similar to the AAPs they already produced manually (Figure I.1), and they wanted 

the tool to support the decision-making necessary to populate the plan according to the 

patient’s condition and the most recently available asthma guidelines.  

Although the enterprise-wide EHR system could not provide the desired support, several 
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years earlier, the Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) had produced a small, 

technologically simple “niche product” for asthma that offered some decision support and did 

produce a visually appealing AAP. The MDH product had become obsolete due to updates and 

revisions to the guidelines upon which it was based*. Additionally, the original niche product 

only offered support for initiating asthma treatment; it did not offer support for adjusting 

treatment over time.  It could be invoked from a desktop computer or server, but was not 

available from an enterprise EHR system. 

Since the MDH had demonstrated that it was possible to build a tool with some of the 

desirable properties, the purpose of the HIT Asthma project was to build a similar tool with 

more advanced functioning. It would include recommendations from the most recent 

guidelines, it would provide support for adjusting treatment decisions over time, and it would 

be integrated into the workflow of an enterprise EHR system so that relevant information 

already present in the EHR would “blow into” the tool automatically. A one-page asthma 

action plan would appear at the end of each invocation, populated with patient information 

and the treatment decisions the physician had made.  

Clinical leaders guided the tool’s development; user acceptance tests were performed with 

primary care and pulmonary specialty physicians, nurses, clinic managers, respiratory 

therapists and pharmacists. A software developer wrote the code using scripts in widespread 

use for web applications. Workflow integration was achieved by enabling users to invoke the 

tool from within the EHR using the familiar “ordering” process.   

To introduce it to users, the pediatric pulmonary specialist and an experienced nurse 

conducted orientation sessions at clinics that provided asthma care. In these sessions, they 

                                                                 

*
 To use the IOM Roundtable terminology, there was no automatic feedback loop that updated the product with 

new evidence. Summaries of the evidence were updated every 5-7 years, through the guideline revision process. 
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emphasized not the technology, but rather the importance of patient self-management, 

facilitated by the asthma action plan. They introduced the software as a tool to help providers 

achieve these clinical goals.   

I.D. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS FROM THE USER-CENTRIC APPROACH 

I.D.1. The gap between guidelines and physicians’ needs 

To treat a patient with chronic disease, physicians must adjust therapies over time, using 

information about response to prior therapy, and information about new events.  These are 

demanding cognitive tasks that require extensive clinical knowledge and complex reasoning.  

Software developers do not know what the cognitive tasks are, and clinical experts 

perform them without being fully aware [53-55]. To provide necessary content to the software 

developers, the project’s clinical leads consulted the guidelines for asthma care published by 

the National Asthma Education and Prevention Program (NAEPP)[1], searching for answers to 

typical questions posed by primary care physicians at the implementation site. 

Chapter II in this Dissertation, Physicians, Guidelines, and Cognitive Tasks, frames their 

search as a case study that compares physician requirements for workflow and knowledge 

support to the structure and content of one of the most widely respected clinical guidelines in 

the US. Using methods developed in cognitive ergonomics, the chapter concludes that there 

are wide gaps between what physicians need to perform their jobs efficiently and effectively, 

and what the guidelines provide. 

I.D.2. On the pragmatic effects of introducing the computerized tool 

Chapter III, Effect of a Computerized Decision Support Tool on the Proportion of Asthma 

Patients with Asthma Action Plans, evaluates the impact of introducing the CDS tool at HCMC 

on the percentage of asthma patients with current AAPs. It also explores reasons why patients 
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with presumably similar clinical profiles might not have electronically-generated plans: Their 

physicians resisted the technology, and/or they weren’t generating plans.  Weekly rates were 

calculated for current AAPs, generated manually on paper, by the new tool, and overall.  

Interrupted time series analysis was used to assess the impact of introducing the tool. 

Graphs of the series of observations over time were visually striking, and supported 

derivation of a theory that explained the contribution of the CDS tool to the likelihood that an 

asthma patient would have a current AAP.  According to the theory, given similar clinical and 

care-seeking profiles, patients with physicians inclined to create AAPs would have them if 

support for physicians were available, and the physicians preferred computerized to paper 

support. Patients with physicians not inclined to create AAPs would not have them, even if 

physician support were available. If correct, a promising strategy to increase the percentage of 

patients with current AAPs is to target recalcitrant physicians and encourage them to produce 

plans, with success more likely if computerized support were available. 

Although the data were insufficient to test the theory, they did show that physicians did 

not reject the technology, and they pointed towards useful areas of future inquiry.  

I.D.3. Ethical challenges posed by faithful adherence to presenting guidelines on-screen 

Chapter IV in this Dissertation, Ethical Issues in Computerized Decision Support for Chronic 

Disease Management, explores two ethically problematic situations that arose as a 

consequence of treating the tool primarily as a way to disseminate recommendations based 

on existing evidence.  If the tool were to faithfully adhere to the guidelines, all 

recommendations appearing in the guidelines would be presented on screen, and only those 

recommendations appearing in the guidelines would be presented on screen.  Ethical 

quandaries arose when the clinician/developers became aware of instances in which such 

adherence could harm some patients and deprive others of benefit.  Technically, these 
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quandaries could have been resolved by presenting the questionable choices on screen and 

attaching tags explaining caveats. The chapter explains that in one instance, this resolution 

was socially acceptable but in the other instance, the same resolution was not.  The difference 

in social acceptance was due to the privileged status granted to evidence generated by 

randomized controlled trials (RCTs).  

The chapter reviews the ethical and epistemic objections to privileging RCTs, particularly 

as a design capable of generating evidence useful for primary care of patients with one or 

more chronic disease. The chapter suggests that if CDS tools were conceived not just as 

mechanisms for disseminating evidence obtained primarily from RCTs, but also were 

conceived as mechanisms for generating observational evidence arising from practice, not only 

could these ethical quandaries be resolved, the tool could serve as a prototypical technology 

necessary to achieve the IOM Roundtable vision of a “healthcare system that learns”. 

I.E. CONCLUSIONS EMERGING FROM THE USER-CENTRIC DEVELOPMENT APPROACH  

The user-centric developmental approach accented guidelines’ limitations.  Although 

informaticists have long been aware of these gaps, such awareness has not stimulated the 

informatics community to reevaluate the basic goals of CDS tools. Unlike informaticists, the 

users whose daily professional activities would be influenced by the tool were much more 

inclined to be alarmed by these limits and thus to question the basic goal of the tool, 

particularly if limits in the guidelines created by gaps in existing evidence leads to ethically 

problematic features of the tool.   In this Dissertation I argue that the basic goals of CDS tools 

for chronic disease must be expanded. Not only should they disseminate evidence, derived 

primarily from RCTs, they also should be to generate practice-based evidence.  
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FIGURE I.1  SAMPLE ASTHMA ACTION PLAN 
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CHAPTER II. PHYSICIANS, GUIDELINES AND COGNITIVE TASKS  

II.A. INTRODUCTION 

Evidence-based clinical practice guidelines are implemented erratically if at all during the 

routine delivery of medical care[8, 9], a robust finding across fields such as knowledge 

translation[56-59], translational research[60], and implementation research[61].  In a 

normative attempt to close the gap between evidence and the delivery of medical care, most 

research has examined strategies to change physician behavior.  Direct strategies target 

individual physicians, and include education, practice-based reminders and alerts, and 

incentives.  Indirect strategies target the social and organizational contexts within which 

physicians work[62-65]; they have used social tactics such as relying on opinion leaders[66, 

67], and tapping the power of practice communities (e.g. multidisciplinary practice teams 

including nurses, pharmacists, physicians) that collectively engage in collective “sense-making” 

about the applicability of guidelines for the patients in their care[68, 69].  While multiple 

interventions delivered simultaneously sometimes achieve results [70], especially when 

context is also addressed[71], no interventional strategy targeted towards physicians has 

shown resounding success[72]. 

If physicians are the interventional targets, it is reasonable to assume that those designing 

the interventions occupy the standpoint of guideline developers, who view physicians as 

recipients of the knowledge they wish to impart. This chapter takes the standpoint of 

practicing physicians, who view guidelines as potential resources to help perform work more 

effectively. Using asthma as an illustrative case, it compares physicians’ tasks and cognitive 

requirements during a typical ambulatory encounter to the structure and content of the most 

widely respected asthma guidelines in the US.  Analytic methods are derived from theories of 

human factors, and in particular, cognitive ergonomics [37], a perspective that informs the 
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design of artifacts and information systems intended to support cognitive tasks [36].   

The analysis reveals gaps between resources physicians require and what guidelines 

provide, and leads to the conclusion that guidelines do not adequately support medical work. 

II.B. METHODS  

II.B.1 The Guidelines in the Case: Third Expert Panel Report (EPR-3) 

The EPR-3: Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Management of Asthma, was published in 

August 2007 by the National Asthma Education and Prevention Program (NAEPP);  NHLBI 

formally introduced it to the clinical community through a press release highlighting its 

importance[73]: “The NAEPP today issued the first comprehensive update in a decade of 

clinical guidelines for the diagnosis and management of asthma”. 

The EPR-3 is an illustrative case of evidence-based practice guidelines for two reasons:   

1. Gaps between these guidelines and physician requirements cannot be dismissed as a 

consequence of poor guideline quality, because the EPR-3 is an exemplar of guideline 

quality, according to currently accepted criteria [74-79].    

2. Low rates of adherence to these guidelines cannot be attributed to lack of awareness 

of them. Physician surveys conducted in the late 1990s showed that asthma guidelines 

enjoyed some of the highest rates of awareness [80] and familiarity [81]. Among 

surveyed pediatricians, more reported using guidelines for asthma than for any other 

clinical condition[82]. Yet when those surveys were conducted, adherence to asthma 

guideline recommendations was still low [83]. 

II.B.2. The project site as an illustrative case of guideline implementation 

The clinical tasks and knowledge requirements were elicited from physicians participating 

in a project to create a computerized decision support tool for asthma. They accepted the 

value of the national asthma guidelines and were committed to implementing them. They 

actively communicated their informational and usability requirements through their 
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participation in the design of the computerized tool. 

These physicians practiced at Hennepin County Medical Center (HCMC), a quasi-public 

safety net located in Minneapolis, Minnesota.  Much of the care provided at HCMC was either 

uncompensated, or compensated through low rates from public medical assistance programs.  

As a result, financial resources were limited, and patient resources were limited as well.  

Illiteracy, unfamiliarity with English, mental illness, homelessness, substance abuse – all are 

common among the patients at the study site. 

This site serves as an illustrative case because: 

1. As noted, at the clinics providing asthma care, clinical leaders accepted the value and 

validity of the NAEPP guidelines.  Failure to implement guideline recommendations at 

these clinics thus could not be attributed to cultural resistance stemming from 

epistemic and/or value-based challenges among leadership; 

2. Site resources were limited; success at implementing guideline recommendations thus 

could not be attributed to an abundance of resources not replicable elsewhere. 

II.B.3.  Methods to analyze physicians’ tasks and cognitive requirements 

The tasks and cognitive requirements under analysis are those that primary care 

physicians encounter when they are physically in the exam room with a patient who already 

has been diagnosed with asthma. The immediate context is created when the patient enters 

the clinic (Figure II.1), framed by the resources provided and the constraints imposed by HCMC 

and the patient’s social and cultural milieu.  As noted, resources were limited.  Also, like many 

other health care delivery sites in the US, compensation is triggered by the encounter, which 

introduced financial pressure to perform as many encounters as possible in a single day, 

necessarily reducing the amount of time available for each one.   

Analysis pertains to the tasks the physician is expected to perform during the limited 
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amount of encounter time (innermost circle, Figure II.1) *.   

Methods to discern physicians’ tasks employed principles of hierarchical task analysis [84, 

85].  This framework decomposes complex tasks into subtasks, operations and actions, and 

then represents them graphically. The graph then serves as a model for the activities[86]. 

Physicians described their tasks by drawing pictures of the computer screens they wanted 

to see, one sheet of paper for each screen, placed in expected order.  Content and sequence 

often depended on the outcome of underlying logical conditions, such as the presence of an 

existing record for an asthma encounter, or whether the patient was currently taking 

controller medications for asthma.  These logical conditions were represented using the 

Microsoft product Visio, where hyperlinks to images of relevant screens were attached to each 

logical branching point.  The Visio models gave users the opportunity to critique prospective 

software functioning, and ensured that the model faithfully represented their tasks. 

While hierarchical task analysis was used to model the sequential sets of tasks appearing 

in physicians’ workflows, cognitive task analysis [40-42] was used to model the cognitive 

requirements associated with an ambulatory encounter for asthma.   Cognitive methods are 

particularly useful, and particularly challenging, for tasks that require extensive, but often 

tacit, subject-matter expertise [39, 40, 87, 88].      

Subject-matter knowledge was elicited iteratively. Clinical experts communicated 

knowledge requirements using expert clinical vocabulary, often without operational detail. 

Software developers requested that detail, which the experts attempted to provide by 

searching the EPR-3.  If operational detail was available in the EPR-3, they used that; if it was 

not, they translated their clinical vocabulary into operational terms the developers could use.   

                                                                 
*
 Although physicians often are unable to complete these tasks in the exam room, these deviations from 

idealization are irrelevant here. 
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II.B.4. Methods to analyze the structure and content of the EPR-3 

Because the EPR-3 is a narrative document, its use entails reading sequences of sentences, 

paragraphs, and sections.  The sequential order reflects the artifact’s structure. It is 

represented with an ordered list of its main and first two sub-section headings, along with the 

number of pages each sub-section consumes. Number of pages is assumed to represent the 

amount of information the artifact provides for the topic under analysis. Actual content was 

determined by project physicians, who searched the EPR-3 for the operational specificity the 

software developers required, noting every page where required content was found. 

II.C. RESULTS 

II.C.1. Physicians’ Workflow Requirements 

II.C.1.i. Tasks and activities  

The sequence of screens the user encounters while executing the software is shown in 

Figure II.2., which also models the flow of clinical tasks during the asthma encounter. More 

detail associated with each task is provided in Figure II.3. The activity sequence begins and 

ends with documentation, and documentation takes place throughout the encounter. 

Anecdotal reports suggest that many of the physicians used the documentation activity as an 

opportunity to provide patient education, by inviting the patient to view the screen with them, 

explaining what the elements on the screen mean.   

At the highest level, once the identity of the patient with asthma has been confirmed, the 

remaining task sequence is straightforward:  Diagnose the nature, intensity and complexity of 

the patient’s asthma; determine the appropriate level of therapeutic aggressiveness given the 

patient’s history of responses to prior therapy; select and order therapies; complete the 

asthma action plan and review it with the patient.  
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II.C.1.ii. Knowledge requirements 

Figure II.4 lists the pieces of clinical knowledge necessary to complete an ambulatory 

encounter for asthma so that it adheres to guideline recommendations.  The requirements 

include knowledge of the diagnostic criteria to determine the patient’s asthma severity or 

control, which in turn include specific symptom reports, and the results from objective lung 

function tests.  The requirements also include detailed knowledge about several classes of 

pharmaceutical products.  Finally, requirements include knowledge about conditions under 

which it is appropriate to change the level of treatment intensity, when to refer a patient to a 

specialist, how frequently the patient should be seen for asthma. 

II.C.2. Structure and content of the EPR-3, and its relation to knowledge requirements 

II.C.2.i.  Structure 

The EPR-3 contains approximately 440 pages of text and diagrams. The introductory 

material and the first two sections, consume 58 pages (13% of the total). The content in these 

sections is not required by physicians while they are delivering care.  When the introductory 

sections are added to references and other parenthetical remarks, approximately half the 

content of the EPR-3 is not useful while the physician is delivering care. 

Sections 3-5 in the EPR-3 are relevant to care.  Section 3 addresses “… the four essential 

components of asthma care, namely: assessment and monitoring, patient education, control 

of factors contributing to asthma severity, and pharmacologic treatment”.  Section 4 covers 

the long-term management of asthma.  Section 5 deals with managing asthma exacerbations.   

The EPR-3 does not support a number of necessary clinical tasks.  It does not address 

documentation activities, and it does not give explicit advice about what the patient should do 

in the case of an extreme exacerbation.  It does not address situations in which the patient’s 

resources limit the ability to execute its recommendations.   
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The EPR-3 does not have an index, thus it is not possible to search by subject. If viewing 

the EPR-3 electronically, it is possible to search for character strings, but the most salient 

topics may generate hundreds of instances of the string.  The Table of Contents is highly 

detailed, but topics are listed in order of appearance, rather than alphabetically; its subject 

headings employ academic rather than clinical vocabulary, which do not direct the user to 

specific topics. For example, the Table of Contents does not help locate a topic of highest 

importance to physicians: How to determine the patient’s current treatment step.  

II.C.2.ii. Content. 

This section compares working clinicians’ questions to the knowledge content of the EPR-

3, limiting analysis to core clinical decisions: How aggressively to treat the patient, and what 

daily controller medications to use to achieve that target aggressiveness.   

With respect to level of aggressiveness, the EPR-3 employs the terminology of “stepwise 

management”.  It recommends that the clinician initiate treatment at a step corresponding to 

the patient’s level of (untreated) asthma severity, increasing the step if the patient’s asthma is 

not controlled, and potentially decreasing the step if the patient’s asthma remains controlled 

at the current step.  The EPR-3 refers to six steps, from lowest to highest aggressiveness. 

For each step, the EPR-3 describes preferred and alternative treatment plans*.  A 

treatment plan is comprised of one or more pharmacologic elements; the EPR-3 names 10 

unique elements in its section on daily controller medications.  The cornerstone element for 

most treatment plans is an inhaled corticosteroid (ICS); plans corresponding to higher steps 

have higher doses of the ICS and/or supplement the ICS with another element. 

Given the four potential doses of the ICS (none, low, medium, high), and the presence or 

                                                                 
*
 Within each step, there are three sets of plans, one for each of the three patient age groups:  Age 0-4 years, age 5-

11 years, and age 12+ years.  Sometimes more than one preferred plan is listed; sometimes there is no alternative 
plan listed.  The  EPR-3 does not explain the difference between preferred and alternative plans. 
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absence of any of the other nine elements, there are 2048 logically possible treatment plans (4 

x 29).  Of these, the EPR-3 explicitly represents 20-24 of them, differentiated by step and 

patient age.  Except when it refers to an element by proprietary name, the EPR-3 does not 

operationalize plans by listing commercially available products that fulfill them. 

This presentation of step, plan and combination of pharmacological elements does not 

provide sufficiently actionable knowledge. For example, the EPR-3 recommends that the 

clinician increase the treatment step if the patient’s asthma is not being controlled at the 

current step.  But unless the current step has been documented, the clinician would not know 

what it is.  This was one of the most important physician requirements; both Maviglia et al[22] 

and Bates et al [32]deemed it a formidable challenge in providing CDS for chronic disease.  

The EPR-3 addresses this issue in only two brief paragraphs. It suggests that the physician 

match the patient’s medications to the step in which they appear as elements of a treatment 

plan.  But as noted above, the EPR-3 only mentions 20-24 plans out of the 2048 logically 

possible medication combinations that a clinician could see in actual practice*, and thus offers 

a “current step” for only 1-2% of logically possible clinical realities.  There was, for example, no 

step in the EPR-3 corresponding to a medium-dose ICS, a long-acting beta agonist (LABA) and 

Montelukast, which physicians used quite commonly. 

Furthermore, the EPR-3 was unclear with respect to what ‘currently taking’ means. In one 

paragraph, ‘currently taking’ is defined in terms of patient report; in the other, ‘currently 

taking’ is defined in terms of physician belief.  Because patient report may differ from 

physician belief, how to proceed with clinical therapy will differ as well.   

The narrative, figures and tables in the EPR-3 use the terms ‘low’, ‘medium’, and ‘high’ 

                                                                 
*
 Initially, project physicians dismissed most of these combinations as clinically ridiculous, never expected to see 

them in practice, and questioned the need to support them.  Yet viewing a “ridiculous” combination often 
prompted them to recall a situation in which they had observed it.  Eventually they accepted that if the combination 
was logically possible, then it could be observed, and if it could be observed, support was necessary.     
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doses of ICS, although commercially available ICS medications are seldom labeled this way. 

Many ICS products come in only two strengths, which their manufacturers call low-medium or 

medium-high.   The EPR-3 acknowledges that ICS doses vary by product and delivery device, 

but provides mapping functions for only a subset. In these functions, the EPR-3 expresses 

doses in terms of mcg/day of the product’s active ingredient.  Clinicians and patients express 

doses in terms of puffs (e.g. take two puffs twice a day).  Some of the dosing functions that the 

EPR-3 expressed in terms of mcg/day could not be achieved with commercially available 

products, given the mcg per puff.  For some products, the EPR-3 high dose was classified as an 

overdose by the manufacturer.  The EPR-3 did not discuss the common clinical situation in 

which an ICS and a long-acting beta agonist (LABA) is packed together in the same product, so 

that a high dose of the ICS could deliver an overdose of the LABA.    

II.C.2.iii. Terminology 

The EPR-3 often employed vague and/or ambiguous terminology, capable of being 

interpreted multiple ways.  The Introduction suggests that the Expert Panel employed such 

terminology deliberately, using it to communicate the strength of its commitment to a 

recommendation.  The consequence, however, is that it provides no direct guidance.  For 

example, on page 287, the report states, “For patients who have very poor asthma control, 

consider increasing treatment by two steps, a course of oral corticosteroids, or both.” 

(emphasis in the original).  The report offers three suggestions to respond to very poor asthma 

control, and does not recommend any one of the three over another. 

II.D.  DISCUSSION  

This analysis was guided by theories in cognitive ergonomics, which stimulates 

investigations about the likelihood that an artifact will help or hinder the user at work.  

Investigations guided by this theoretical frame have found that supportive artifacts are those 
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which the user experiences as intuitive, efficient and pleasurable to use, while providing all the 

information they require.  Artifacts that hinder work either do not provide necessary 

information, or create burdens while providing it, such as forcing the user to divert attention 

away from core tasks and activities [38, 89, 90]. 

If the EPR-3 is treated as an artifact, theory suggests that it is unlikely to support medical 

work.  Its relevant content is often dispersed among different subsections throughout the 

report, and without an index, the content is difficult to find.  It employs vague vocabulary 

lacking actionable operational detail, and/or academic vocabulary that neither physicians nor 

patients use. The presentation mode is thus a barrier for practicing clinicians, who typically 

seek answers to questions by consulting immediately available proximate sources that are 

quick to use [11].  Furthermore, even when sources are proximate and available, clinicians will 

only search if the expected value of the outcome is higher than the expected value of other 

activities that compete for the same limited time [91]. From the perspective of the working 

clinician, the EPR-3 information value is low, because it is not expressed at the necessary level 

of operational detail.  The detail it does contain is often incomplete (e.g., it assigns steps to 

only 2% of the medication combinations that could be observed; it provides dosing ranges for 

only a subset of commercially available ICS products), it is sometimes internally inconsistent 

(e.g., it gives two different definitions of ‘medications the patient currently is taking’), and uses 

vocabulary that is difficult to translate into clinical practice (e.g., it expresses ICS doses in mcg 

rather than puffs per day).  It contains many instances of what McDonald and Overhage 

memorably call “weasel words” [92]:  vague or ambiguous expressions that carry little 

informational value, because they can be interpreted multiple ways. 

Use of the EPR-3 could hinder medical work.  Studies of medical expertise have shown that 

the cognitive processing strategy most closely associated with diagnostic accuracy [43, 93, 94] 
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uses forward reasoning from observations to hypotheses, while relying on tacit subject-matter 

knowledge to filter out irrelevant observations and cues [95].  The presence of many non-

salient observations and cues can disrupt these successful cognitive processes [96], even 

among experts.  Thus extraneous information may disrupt the reasoning of medical generalists 

and/or novices, precisely the audience the EPR-3 wishes to reach.   

During the course of a typical working day, a primary care physician confronts multiple 

clinical conditions, for which there may be a voluminous literature addressing therapeutic 

strategies.  Clinical practice guidelines were conceived as a solution to the problem that no 

individual physician could possibly stay current with this literature and the evidence it 

describes [97, 98].  But if guidelines are represented as lengthy un-indexed reports, filled with 

information that is not relevant to the immediate task of delivering care, with the relevant 

information that it does contain scattered throughout the document in sometimes 

contradictory ways, using academic rather than clinical vocabulary, without the operational 

detail that physicians require, theory suggests that we should not wonder why physicians 

don’t use them.  We should wonder why they ever do. 

These predictions from theory are supported by evidence.  When asked why they do not 

use guidelines, physicians frequently say that they are confusing, inconvenient, and/or difficult 

to use[99].  In one survey, 43% of physicians responding cited ambiguity and lack of clarity in 

guideline recommendations as a reason for ignoring them[100].  Experiments have shown that 

rates of physician adherence to recommendations increase when they are expressed using 

specific rather than vague terminology [101-103].  

The cognitive breach between clinical work and lengthy narrative documents is precisely 

why the medical informatics community has established an active sub-discipline focused on 

representing clinical guidelines through computer code, executable at the point of care [3, 5, 
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12, 104].  Reviews of the effectiveness of such systems to improve adherence to guidelines 

and patient outcomes have generated mixed results [26-29], although many do not 

differentiate between simple “critiquing”  compared to more complex “guided” support.  None 

of these reviews addressed the knowledge gaps between the narrative guidelines and what is 

required by executable code, although these gaps have been well-documented in the technical 

informatics literature [22, 30, 105-107]. 

Both informaticists writing code and practicing clinicians delivering care must draw from a 

knowledge base, which is expressed through the very same narratives that convey evidence-

based practice guidelines.  Therefore, informaticists must interpret the narratives as working 

clinicians must do.  While both are frustrated by vagueness and lack of operational detail, the 

consequences differ.  If an individual clinician encounters gaps, he or she will fill them with 

tacit knowledge acquired through experience, along with tacit understanding of the context in 

which the knowledge is to be applied.  If the clinician is unable or unwilling to do this, he will 

abandon the text.  The effect of interpretation and/or abandonment is limited to that one 

individual, a physician who presumably is charged with final clinical responsibility.   

The informaticist, by contrast, is developing code to be disseminated across numerous 

health care delivery sites, which will inform and guide the decisions of numerous clinicians.  

Code cannot contain the same gaps as text because executing computers, unlike humans, will 

not be able to fill them with tacit knowledge acquired through experience. The code must 

specify exactly what the computer is supposed to do under each and every logically possible 

circumstance.  If it is incomplete, ambiguous and/or internally inconsistent, the computer will 

either refuse to execute it, or it will crash trying.   

To prevent this from happening, software engineers demand precise, operationally 

defined, logically complete, unambiguous instructions.  Because the narratives in which 
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guidelines are expressed typically do not contain statements of this kind, the engineers or 

those directing them must provide that operational detail. 

The EPR-3 authors state that vagueness should be interpreted as weak commitment, 

because of a paucity of evidence, or inconsistency in the evidence that exists. In such 

instances, guideline authors employ vague vocabulary to encourage physicians to use clinical 

judgment. However, the actual effect of imprecise vocabulary may be to discourage physicians 

from consulting guidelines, and to encourage software engineers to assume clinical authority. 

II.E. SUMMARY, LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

This case study examined a well-respected set of guidelines for asthma care, comparing 

them to the workflow of primary care physicians treating diagnosed asthma patients at an 

urban safety net.  Using the theoretical framework of cognitive ergonomics, the analysis shows 

that when guidelines are represented as lengthy narrative reports, they are unlikely to support 

physicians’ medical work.  

Although it would be valuable to perform a similarly structured analysis for other 

conditions, the results are likely to be similar, because others have expressed similar 

difficulties when working with guidelines for heart failure [105, 106], hyperbilirubinemia in 

newborns [107], diabetes [108], hypertension [109], and cardiac care [110].  It also would be 

valuable to perform a similarly structured analysis documenting the experience of other 

groups that attempted to convert the EPR-3 into computerized decision support.  

Assuming the results from this case study can be generalized to other guidelines, and to 

the workflow requirements of physicians at other sites, the conclusion is that those who are 

concerned about the gap between evidence and care consider the perspective of working 

physicians. Most interventions intended to close the gap target physicians as the agents 

responsible for the gap.    Physicians have cognitive limits, and face significant time and 
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knowledge constraints during the actual work of delivering medical care.  If guidelines are 

intended to overcome these natural cognitive limits, they must be represented with artifacts 

that physicians can actually use.  Using the well-respected EPR-3 as an illustrative case, this 

analysis shows why physicians can’t use guidelines in their current representational form.    
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FIGURE II.1.  CONTEXT OF THE PHYSICIAN-PATIENT ENCOUNTER ABOUT ASTHMA 
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FIGURE II.2.  TASKS PERFORMED DURING AN AMBULATORY ENCOUNTER FOR ASTHMA 
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FIGURE II.3. TASKS PERFORMED IN THE EXAM ROOM DURING AN AMBULATORY 
ENCOUNTER FOR ASTHMA  
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FIGURE II.4.  KNOWLEDGE REQUIREMENTS FOR AN AMBULATORY ENCOUNTER FOR 
ASTHMA (font saturation proportional to degree of completion in the EPR -3)  
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the mcg/day associated with a low, 
medium, and high dose, 
differentiated by patient age. 

 

 For each inhaled corticosteroid 
delivered by canister, number of 
puffs per day associated with low, 
medium and high dose, 
differentiated by patient age. 

 

 Options for daily controller 
treatment plan, based on patient age 
and treatment step. 

 

 Commercially available medications, including 
brand, route of administration, strength, and 
instructions for use, fulfilling all possible 
treatment plans. 

 

 Commercially available medications, including 
route of administration and strength, that 
could be used as rescue or quick reliever 
medications. 

 

 Commercially available holding chambers, 
based on previously selected routes of delivery 
for daily controller and rescue medications. 

 

 Commercially available medications that could 
be used as systemic oral corticosteroids. 

 

 Number of mg/day for an oral corticosteroid 
that constitutes an overdose, based on patient’s 
age and weight. 

 

 Starting dose for an oral corticosteroid. 
 

 Follow-up time, based on patient age, level of 
asthma severity or control, and adherence to 
current treatment plan. 

 

 Instructions in the “yellow” and “red” zones of 
the printed asthma action plan.  
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CHAPTER III. EFFECT OF A COMPUTERIZED DECISION SUPPORT TOOL 
ON THE PROPORTION OF ASTHMA PATIENTS WITH ASTHMA ACTION PLANS 

 

III.A. INTRODUCTION 

Asthma is a common chronic disease affecting 23.3 million people in America and the 

cause of significant morbidity. Asthma patients who receive self-management education show 

improved health outcomes [49-51], which are enhanced when they also receive a written, 

individualized asthma action plan (AAP)[49] containing features found to be effective. Those 

features include prescribed daily controller medications, with dosing and instructions for use, 

along with instructions for recognizing and responding to exacerbations [111].  National 

asthma guidelines from several countries unequivocally recommend AAPs [1, 112, 113].  

However, the rates with which primary care physicians provide [114-116] asthma action plans 

are low, and patient surveys show that few possess them [117, 118].  

To produce the necessary content for an AAP, the provider must make a series of complex 

clinical decisions, beginning with an ascertainment of the patient’s level of asthma severity or 

control. Given the burden of the disease, the provider must decide how aggressively to treat 

using pharmacological management with daily doses of asthma “controller” medications. 

Because all medications carry risks of untoward iatrogenic effects, the physician must find a 

balance between therapy aggressive enough to achieve control but no more aggressive than 

necessary.  Scores of pharmacological products are commercially available, each with its own 

mechanism of delivery and per unit dose – knowing which product to use, with what delivery 

mechanism, and at what dose, can all be daunting to a primary care physician who sees 

numerous conditions each day.  Physicians have reported uncertainty about the treatment 
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decisions necessary to populate an AAP; they also have expressed uncertainty about the 

appropriate visual format in which to present the content of the plan [117, 119]. The time 

required to create an individualized AAP imposes an additional barrier [117, 120-122], 

particularly in the pressured “assembly-line” context of ambulatory care in busy clinics. 

We attempted to address these knowledge and time barriers with a guideline-based[1] 

computerized decision support (CDS) tool.  Through a series of 6-8 intuitive screens taking less 

than 5 minutes to complete, the tool helps the user assess the patient’s level of asthma 

severity or control, offers guideline-based recommendations of therapeutic aggressiveness 

(e.g. “treatment step”), choices of treatment plans to achieve the selected aggressiveness, and 

choices of commercially available medications to fulfill the plan. The tool inserts users’ choices 

into a one-page, individualized AAP, which appears on the final screen. The clinician can print 

and review the AAP with the patient in clinic, and the patient can take a copy home. 

To improve the rates with which patients received complete AAPs at Hennepin County 

Medical Center (HCMC), an urban safety net in Minneapolis MN, we conducted an intervention 

that included 1) education about the importance of AAPs, 2) an introduction to the tool, and 3) 

instructions for invoking the tool from HCMC’s enterprise-wide electronic health record (EHR) 

by “ordering” an AAP. Placing an order was a common task well-supported by the enterprise 

EHR.  This paper addresses two questions: 1) What was the impact of the intervention on the 

rates with which pediatric and adult asthma patients at HCMC had current and complete 

AAPs? 2) If asthma patients were not receiving electronically generated AAPs, was it because 

providers resisted the computerized technology, or because they were not completing AAPs?  
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III.B. METHODS 

III.B.1. Implementing the asthma CDS tool 

After an initial 3-week pilot at two pediatrics clinics*, the tool went live throughout the 

enterprise on July 10, 2009.  A pediatric pulmonary specialist and an experienced nurse 

conducted orientation and training sessions at primary care clinics from July through 

December 2009.  They emphasized aligning asthma care with the guideline recommendations, 

highlighting the role of asthma self-management education, and identifying the written 

asthma care plan as a critical component. They introduced the CDS tool as user-friendly 

software to help generate the plan. After group sessions, the nurse-champion offered help to 

users in the clinics and to answer questions about the tool.  

III.B.2.Analysis 

III.B.2.i. Study design 

We employed interrupted time series to analyze the weekly rates with which asthma 

patients had current AAPs created using paper templates, the electronic tool, and overall, for a 

two-year period “interrupted” approximately halfway by the introduction of the tool. Rates 

were analyzed for adult patients with visits at two neighborhood family medicine clinics, and 

for pediatric patients at the same neighborhood clinics plus two pediatric clinics on the main 

hospital campus.  Results were generated from different age groups, receiving care at different 

sites, to explore context effects and to assess generalizability. Outcomes over time showed the 

effect of the intervention against pre-existing secular trends. 

                                                                 
*
 During the pilot, a flaw in the database was discovered. It was corrected, but data collected during the pilot were 

lost.  This is accounted for in the analysis using methods described below. 
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III.B.2.ii. Operational definition of outcome 

The primary outcome was the weekly percentage of asthma patients with current asthma 

action plans (AAP), defined as being created within a year of the observation date. A secondary 

outcome was the percentage of asthma patients with “complete” AAPs, or AAPs containing all 

features deemed effective.  The software ensured that all electronically generated plans were 

complete; a small sample showed that only 5% of manually-generated plans using a paper 

template contained all effective elements.  

At each weekly observation date, the denominator (“patients at risk”) is the number of 

patients known to have asthma who had at least one visit to HCMC within the previous year. 

Approximately nine thousand patients with asthma were identified from the EHR using 

methods described in Appendix B. The numerator at each weekly observation date is the 

number of patients at risk with at least one AAP dated within the preceding year. Patients with 

electronically-generated plans were identified from the database of the CDS tool. Patients with 

paper-generated plans were identified by manually reviewing the electronic charts for 

instances of paper plans that had been scanned into the record. Reviews were performed for a 

targeted sample of 899 patients; of these, 553 pediatric patients age 5-11 years, and 268 adult 

patients age 21 or more years, from two pediatrics clinics and two family practice clinics, met 

criteria for being at risk of receiving an asthma action plan, and were included in the analyses.  

III.B.2.iii. Statistical Methods 

To determine the effects of the intervention compared to secular trends, the weekly 

population prevalence rates for AAPs were modeled using the Autoregressive Integrated 

Moving Average (ARIMA) methods developed by Box and Tiao[123] and refined since [124].  
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Observations y at time t are represented as over-time “random noise” that appears after 

removing drifts or trends, adjusted by ways in which observations and/or shocks to the series 

at one moment in time are perpetuated through the series over time.   

If a known “interruption” to the series takes place during the observation period, its 

immediate and extended effects upon the series are modeled as well.  Hypotheses about the 

nature of the interruption effects are modeled with parameters that represent the effects of 

the interruption, where models also contain terms representing background noise, or secular 

trends.  Parameters representing the effect of the interruption are tentatively retained if 1) 

compared to noise, their values attain conventional levels of statistical significance, and/or 2) 

their inclusion significantly improves the overall model fit, and/or 3) their inclusion generates a 

more random pattern among the residuals.   Because a number of different models can be 

produced that meet one or all of these criteria, candidate models are further evaluated on the 

basis of how parsimonious they are, and the degree to which their interpretation is consistent 

with the visual display of the observations shown graphically over time. 

Complete specification of effects includes identification of “lags”, which refer to the 

number of intervening time periods between the appearance of an effect and its reappearance 

over regular intervals of time.  Complete specification of the interruption effects includes: 

1. Whether the effect has a gradual or abrupt onset; 

2. The magnitude of the initial effect (the parameter ω).  If the initial effect is gradual, its 

magnitude is represented as a change in slope.  If the initial effect is abrupt, its 

magnitude is represented as the size of the step from the level of the series before and 

after the interruption took place.  The larger the absolute value of the ω parameter(s), 

the greater the magnitude of the initial effect. Multiple ω parameters can be fit in a 

model, representing different lags over which the effect is observed.  
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3. The attenuation of the effect over time, represented by the parameter δ.  Attenuation 

is assessed along two dimensions:  1) steadiness (or by contrast, variable/oscillating) is 

evaluated through the sign of the δ parameter(s); 2) speed of attenuation is evaluated 

through the magnitude of the absolute value(s) of the δ parameter(s).   Positive values 

of δ are interpreted as steady attenuation effects, while negative values for δ 

parameter(s) are interpreted as an oscillating attenuation effects.  Absolute values of δ 

parameters approaching 0 represent rapidly attenuating effects. Absolute values of δ 

parameters approaching 1 represent delayed attenuating effects.  As with the ω 

parameters that represent initial effects, multiple δ parameters for attenuation can 

appear, each representing attenuations over a different lag.    

A more mathematical treatment of these concepts is given in Appendix B, along with the 

statistical methods used to select the most parsimonious, best-fitting models for each age-

clinic series. All model identifications, estimation and diagnostic checking were performed 

using the PROC ARIMA commands within SAS version 9.2. 

III.C. RESULTS 

For patients whose charts were reviewed, Figure IV.1 shows the percentage with current 

AAPs generated by hand (paper), electronically and overall, for each age-site combination.  

Once the tool became available, the percentage of patients with electronically generated AAPs 

steadily increased, with few differences among clinics in the uptake rates (Figure IV.2).   

The effect of introducing the tool on the overall prevalence of AAPs depended on the 

prevalence prior to introducing the tool.  When pre-intervention AAP prevalence rates were 

low, they began to climb almost immediately after the tool was introduced, an effect that is 

visually apparent on the graphs. Such striking visual results do not require sophisticated 

ARIMA modeling because the nature of the effect is unequivocal. When pre-intervention AAP 
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prevalence rates were higher, it is more difficult to discern an effect of the tool, and visual 

interpretation of the graphs is not definitive. It is in these latter situations that ARIMA 

modeling is particularly useful, because the models are able to identify effects of the 

interruption that may not be visual. 

Table III.2 shows, for each of the six weekly series, the ω and δ coefficients representing 

the initial (ω) and attenuating (δ) effects of the intervention (and in the case of the pediatrics 

clinics, the effects of the 3-week pilot during which data were lost), p-values for the 

coefficients, and overall goodness-of-fit statistics, for the most parsimonious, best-fitting, 

interpretable ARIMA models that generated residuals most closely approximating white noise.  

The table is introduced by first interpreting results for adults at FM2 where the graphs 

demonstrate visually that the intervention had an effect. Inclusion of the intervention term 

improves the model fit; both numerator and denominator coefficients are statistically 

significant. “Delay of 3 weeks” means that the effect begins to manifest three weeks after the 

intervention date. The ω coefficient for the initial effect is 2.4, meaning that there was an 

increase of 2.4% each week in the percentage of adult patients at FM2 with current asthma 

action plans.  The δ coefficient for the attenuation effect is 0.26; it appears at lag 3.  According 

to theory, as the absolute value of the δ coefficient approaches zero, the initial effect dampens 

more rapidly [125]; thus in this series, the dampening effect occurs soon.  Lag 3 means that the 

dampening percolates through the system at 3-week intervals.  

Models for the remaining series are interpreted similarly. Because the effect is visually 

evident for adults and children at FM2 and for adults at FM1, the remainder of this section 

interprets the results for the three series in which visual inspection is insufficient to detect an 

effect: Children at the two pediatrics clinics and at FM1. 
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For children at FM1, the ω coefficient for the initial intervention effect is negative, but is 

not statistically significant.  The δ coefficient for the attenuation effect is significant (p<0.001) 

and also close to 1, meaning that attenuation of the initial negative effect is slow; the effect 

persists. However, in the absence of a statistically significant initial effect, it is difficult to 

interpret an attenuating effect.  A conservative conclusion is that for children at FM1, the 

intervention either had no effect, or that the effect was negative. 

At PED1, there is a negative effect attributed to the records lost during the pilot period. 

The overall model fit improves with the intervention term.  The ω coefficient for the initial 

intervention effect is not statistically significant; δ coefficients at lag 2 and lag 7 for attenuating 

effects are significant, suggesting that an effect, if there is one, is highly complex[125], 

oscillating at short time periods (lags=2), and attenuating over a longer time period (lag=7), 

although the latter effect is weak (p=0.077).   Again a conservative conclusion is that for 

children at this clinic, the intervention had no effect. 

At PED2, the ω coefficient for the initial intervention effective is positive, and statistically 

significant (p=0.012), meaning that the percentage of patients with AAPs increased after the 

tool was introduced. The δ coefficients at lags 2 and 3 for the attenuating effects are negative 

and statistically significant, which means that the effect oscillates [125]. An interpretation is 

that at this clinic, the availability of the tool resulted in increased percentages of patients 

receiving AAPs, although the persistence of the effect is unclear. 

III.D. DISCUSSION. 

The project’s clinical leaders believed that written asthma action plans, individualized to 

the patient  [126], that physicians provide as a component of self-management education 

[127], facilitate patient self-management, which in turn improves patient outcomes.  
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A quality goal at HCMC was for all its asthma patients to have current AAPs, and for all of 

the AAPs to be generated by the electronic tool.  The organization embraced the latter goal for 

a number of reasons. Tool-generated AAPs reliably contained all the components deemed 

necessary (in a small sample of paper-template plans completed manually, less than 5% 

contained all components). Using the tool exposed clinicians to guideline-recommended 

treatment.  Because use of the tool was easily ascertained by querying its underlying database, 

it would be pragmatically easier to fulfill external reporting requirements regarding the 

percentage of asthma patients with current AAPs. 

If HCMC asthma patients did not have tool-generated AAPs, the question was whether 

providers were declining to use the technology, or whether they were declining to create 

AAPs. The answer to this question would influence the strategy to attain the locally normative 

goal that all asthma patients would have current asthma action plans generated by the tool. If 

patients had current paper-generated plans, but not ones generated by the technology, the 

strategy would focus on encouraging users to adopt the technology. If patients did not have 

plans at all, generated either through paper or technology, the strategy would focus on 

encouraging users to create plans. 

The results show no resistance to technology.  For patients who had AAPs before the tool 

was introduced, rates of paper plans dropped as rates of electronic plans increased, suggesting 

that paper was being abandoned in favor of computerized technology. For patients who didn’t 

have AAPs before the tool was introduced, rates of electronically-generated AAPs began to 

increase as soon as the tool became available.  

In groups where patients initially had paper AAPs, there was either no change in overall 

rates, or only a modest increase, with the introduction of the tool.  If the same clinician cared 
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for the same patient panel over time, clinicians already creating plans may have switched from 

paper to electronic technology, but for clinicians not already creating plans, only some may 

have adopted the technology. 

There is a general, parsimonious theory that explains these results: The likelihood that a 

patient in these clinics will receive an AAP depends on the clinician’s inclination to create one, 

the presence of support (either a paper template or an electronic tool), and the 

“susceptibility” of the patient.  For a susceptible patient (e.g., a patient with the appropriate 

asthma clinical profile, absent confounding or competing conditions), a clinician inclined to 

create an AAP will do so if support is available, preferring computerized technology to a paper 

template. A clinician not inclined to create one will not do so even if support is available.  

Investigations that directly test this theory require data about AAP generation at the level 

of the physician, which are unavailable at this time.  Were those data available, the theory 

would be sustained if the following theory-derived hypotheses were supported: 

 In the clinics where paper AAP templates were available, rates of AAPs among patients 

within physician panels would be similar before and after introduction of the tool. 

 In the clinics where paper AAP templates were available, persistence in paper-based 

AAPs after introduction of the tool would be limited to patients receiving care from 

certain physicians. 

 In the clinics were paper AAP templates were not available, and in which introduction 

of the tool was associated with a steady rise in the percentage of patients with current 

AAPs, investigation at the physician level would show that the increase is due to 

increased percentages of patients with AAPs within certain physicians’ panels, with no 
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new patients receiving AAPs in other physicians’ panels. 

Reasons for physician inclination to create AAPs, while interesting, is beyond the scope of 

this research at this time. 

Three published reports also evaluated the effects of interventions on the percentage of 

patients with AAPs [128-130]; in two, the intervention included computerized guidelines. All 

three studies employed clustered randomized designs, and compared outcomes in 

intervention and control groups at a single post-intervention point in time. Effects in all three 

studies were equivocal, but for different reasons. 

In one study, unexpectedly large differences between intervention and control groups in 

AAP baseline rates rendered post-intervention effects impossible to detect[129]. In another 

study, practices randomized to computerized guidelines at the point of care didn’t use the 

system as expected, which investigators attributed to “…the challenge of integrating the 

systems into clinical encounters where busy practitioners manage patients with complex, 

multiple conditions”[128]. In the third, intervention effects were observed in suburban but not 

urban pediatric practices, differences which investigators could not explain[130]. 

The results in this study, from four clinics and two age groups, showed different initial 

rates of AAPs among patients, different trends over time, and different effects over time from 

introducing the CDS tool. Because the study design explicitly considered context and evaluated 

results over time, these findings could be explained by the same basic theoretical principles.  

Studies which fail to account for prior clinic and/or patient differences, and only examine 

outcomes at single moments in time, may draw incorrect conclusions and/or overlook subtle 

but important effects.  

This study could have been strengthened by including more age groups and more clinics 
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and a longer post-intervention observation period. The tool’s underlying database did not 

permit analysis at the level of the physician, which precluded the ability to test hypotheses 

about physician-based rates for AAPs. Revisions of the tool and its database will permit these 

tests in the future. 

The results and theoretical derivation suggest that computerized decision support by itself 

will not encourage physicians to produce AAPs, but it will make it more likely if the physician 

already is inclined to do so.  A QI strategy to increase AAP rates in asthma patients is to help 

physicians inclined to create them by providing electronic support, and to target physicians not 

inclined to create them with interventions intended to change their plan-creation tendencies.
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FIGURE III.1.  WEEKLY PERCENTAGES OF ASTHMA PATIENTS WITH CURRENT ASTHMA 
ACTION PLANS.  BY PATIENT AGE AND CLINIC WHERE VISITS TOOK PLACE 
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FIGURE III.2. 
PERCENT OF HCMC ASTHMA PATIENTS* WITH ELECTRONIC ASTHMA ACTION PLANS  

By Age Group and Clinic Where Visits Took Place.  
March 2008 – February 2010.  
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TABLE III.1  
NUMBER OF ASTHMA PATIENTS  

WITH AT LEAST ONE VISIT FROM MARCH 2007 –  MARCH 2010 
AT AN INCLUDED SITE  

AND NUMBER WITH CHARTS REVIEWED 

 

Clinic where at 
least one visit took 

place* 

School age (5-14 years) Adult (21+ years) 

N 
Charts reviewed 

N 
Charts reviewed 

N % N % 

FM1 304 93 30.6 908 184 20.3 

FM2 134 79 59.0 225 117 52.0 

Peds1 296 161 54.4 4 0 0.0 

Peds2 1268 450 35.5 31 0 0.0 

 

* Patients with visits at more than one site are included in the counts of all sites where visits took place. 
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TABLE III.2  
ARIMA MODELS FOR WEEKLY POPULATION PREVALENCE RATES 

 FOR AT-RISK ASTHMA PATIENTS WITH CURRENT ASTHMA ACTION PLANS  
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CHAPTER IV. ETHICAL ISSUES IN COMPUTERIZED DECISION SUPPORT FOR 
CHRONIC DISEASE MANAGEMENT 

IV.A. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter identifies ethical quandaries that emerged during a project to build a 

guideline-based computerized decision support (CDS) tool for ambulatory asthma care, where 

the recommendations and clinical content were derived from the Third Expert Panel Report 

(EPR-3): Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Asthma [1]. The EPR-3 adheres to 

currently prevalent standards of guideline quality [77, 131, 132] and is held in high esteem. 

Ethical quandaries emerged when project’s clinical leaders attempted to adhere to the EPR-3, 

by presenting all its recommendations on the tool’s screen, and by only presenting on the 

screen recommendations that appeared in the EPR-3. Instances arose in which such faithful 

adherence had the potential to harm some patients, and to deprive others of benefit. 

IV.B. ETHICAL ISSUES WHEN CDS TOOLS ARE “EVIDENCE-DISSEMINATORS”  

When developing a guideline-based computerized decision support tool from a document-

centric point of view, the purpose of the tool is to re-represent guideline recommendations in 

the form of executable code. Guideline developers base their recommendations on evidence. 

Like other authors of guidelines considered to be “high-quality”, the authors of the EPR-3 

explicitly rank levels of evidence, using prevailing standards of quality[133]. 

A. Randomized controlled trials (RCTs), rich body of data. Evidence is from end points of 

well-designed RCTs that provide a consistent pattern of findings in the population for 

which the recommendation is made. Requires substantial numbers of studies involving 

substantial numbers of participants. 

 

B. RCTs, limited body of data. Evidence is from end points of intervention studies that include 

only a limited number of patients, post hoc or subgroup analysis of RCTs, or meta-analysis of 

RCTs. In general, category B pertains when few randomized trials exist; they are small in size, 

they were undertaken in a population that differs from the target population of the 

recommendation, or the results are somewhat inconsistent. 
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C. Nonrandomized trials and observational studies. Evidence is from outcomes of 

uncontrolled or nonrandomized trials or from observational studies. 

 

D. Panel consensus judgment. This category is used only in cases where the provision of some 

guidance was deemed valuable, but the clinical literature addressing the subject was 

insufficient to justify placement in one of the other categories. The Panel consensus is 

based on clinical experience or knowledge that does not meet the criteria for categories A 

through C. 

Although the EPR-3 states that most of its recommendations are based on evidence falling 

into categories B and C, because few of the studies the panel reviewed employed designs 

other than RCTs, it may be more accurate to say that the evidence is predominantly 

concentrated in categories B and D.  

The Expert Panel communicates using a variety of human-readable formats, ranging from 

extensive narrative discussion to a condensation of key points in succinct tables.  Because 

extensive narration is difficult to digest during the delivery of clinical care, most re-

representations of guideline recommendations take the form of the succinct tables.  For 

example, the complete discussion of daily medication management consumes more than 100 

pages in the report, which the EPR-3 summarizes in six half-page tables. Each table condenses 

recommendations for initiating or continuing treatment, for three age groups (0-4, 5-11, 12+), 

over six “steps”, or levels of therapeutic aggressiveness. Within each step is a set of tersely 

worded treatment plans, expressed as combinations of one or more pharmacological agents. 

To illustrate, Figure IV.1 is the EPR-3 table for managing asthma in patients age 5-11 years. 

The tables only are useful to practicing clinicians who know how to populate a “treatment 

plan” with commercially available products that fulfill it. Because most primary care physicians 

do not have this knowledge, the CDS tool developed in the HIT Asthma project helped the user 

populate a selected plan by presenting in drop-down lists the commercially available products, 
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routes of administration, strengths and instructions for use that would fulfill it. 

IV.B.1. Ethical challenges associated with representing every EPR-3 plan. 

Approximately 90% of the more than 1200 studies cited in the EPR-3 were randomized 

controlled trials, or RCTs. Very few RCTs enroll babies and young children, age 0-4, so there 

was a paucity of direct evidence about daily medication management for either efficacy or 

effectiveness in this vulnerable sub-population. The Expert Panel based its recommendations 

for treatment in this age on extrapolations from RCTs conducted in older children and adults. 

In the narrative explaining its reasoning, the Expert Panel encourages readers to use judgment 

when treating patients this age, and to think of individual treatment as a therapeutic trial: Give 

a limited dose, watch closely to see what happens, and then adjust.  

However, in the condensed table of recommendations, this nuanced discussion is absent; 

what remains are lists of treatment plans derived from extrapolation. Direct conversion from 

the tables to the CDS screen presented users with treatment plan choices for which there was 

no direct evidence of either efficacy or effectiveness. And direct conversion from the selected 

plans to drop-down lists of products that fulfilled them presented users with choices of 

commercially available products that did not have FDA approval for use in this age.  

As a pediatric pulmonary specialist, the lead clinician/developer knew from experience 

that these on-screen recommendations could be ineffective or even harmful if adopted by a 

physician accustomed to treating adults in general primary care, and the narrative in the 

guidelines confirmed her views. Yet to faithfully represent all recommendations in the tables, 

the CDS tool would have to present such choices on-screen, however clinically questionable. 

IV.B.2. Ethical challenges associated with not representing choices the EPR-3 didn’t address. 

A commonly recommended treatment plan in the EPR-3 was the combination of an 
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inhaled corticosteroid (ICS) and a long-acting beta agonist (LABA). Among clinicians at the 

project site and across the site’s metropolitan area, there was broad agreement that adding 

Montelukast to an ICS-LABA combination conferred additional benefit for asthma patients who 

also had respiratory allergies*. The EPR-3 was silent about the Montelukast-ICS-LABA 

treatment plan. There were no studies in its evidence tables that addressed the question, and 

none of the studies were restricted to asthma patients who had respiratory allergies. 

 Omitting support for this plan on the computer screen was not necessarily indifferent or 

benign.  Providers who believed in the Montelukast-ICS-LABA plan would continue to use it, 

with or without tool support. The tool’s clinician/developers were concerned that once their 

colleagues realized that the tool did not support a therapy which they believed offered 

benefit, they would conclude that the tool was useless and refuse to use it at all, thus 

depriving themselves and all their patients from its potentially helpful guidance†.  

Alternatively, they might use the tool to produce an ICS-LABA treatment plan, and write in the 

Montelukast by hand, sending the patient home with a document that differed from the 

electronic health record, causing potential confusion or even harm. 

IV.C. EPISTEMOLOGICAL PREFERENCES AND RESOLUTION OF ETHICAL QUANDARIES 

Ethical quandaries about presenting choices on-screen for patients age 0-4 were handled 

by flagging the troublesome selections with warning boxes such as “this treatment has not 

been tested in children this age”, or “this product has not been approved for use in children 

                                                                 
*
 Montelukast is frequently used alone to treat respiratory allergies. 

†
 Invocation of the tool required a change in workflow during the time-pressured ambulatory environment. 

Workflow changes tend to be adopted in an all-or-none fashion, because there isn’t time to think about which 
workflows to use given the particular characteristics of the patients being seen. 
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this age”. The solution faithfully represented all guideline-recommended options, and 

deflected responsibility for handling problematic selections to the physician-user. 

It was technically straightforward to do the same for the promising treatment plan in 

widespread local use, but which the EPR-3 didn’t mention. The promising plan could have been 

presented on the screen, along with a warning box such as, “This plan is not mentioned in the 

guidelines, but local clinicians believe it works for patients with respiratory allergies”. As 

above, the on-screen choices would have faithfully communicated guideline 

recommendations, tagging a choice not so recommended with a warning that deflected 

responsibility to the clinical user. 

Unlike the technical solution to the first problem of missing evidence, the same technical 

solution to different problem of missing evidence was not acceptable. Early collaborators at 

the state’s Department of Health objected on the grounds that “The tool has to follow the 

guidelines”; anything that wasn’t in the guidelines could not be included in the tool. Project 

sponsors and clinical leads objected because the intent was to disseminate the tool to other 

sites. If the locally popular but unmentioned plan disseminated with the tool, this would be 

equivalent to promoting (or at least supporting) a treatment for which there was no evidence 

meeting the standards that the guidelines developers expressed.  

A technical solution to the latter concern was to equip the tool with an administrator’s 

function that would enable a local clinical authority (such as a site’s medical director, or 

director of ambulatory care quality) to select which treatment plans would appear on the 

screen. Plans recommended in the guidelines would appear as defaults; plans selected by the 

administrator would be flagged as such.  Provider choices of treatment plans and patient 

outcomes could then be analyzed to identify promising treatments emerging from 
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experimentation in clinical practice.    

Ethically, this solution was defensible if the CDS tool was conceived not just as a 

disseminator of evidence generated primarily from RCTs, but also as a collector of evidence 

generated from clinical practice. The ethical justification uses the same principles that support 

randomized trials (potential risks to some are outweighed by the promise of benefit to all), and 

also the principles that support Medicare’s policy of “coverage with evidence 

development”[134, 135]* (potentially beneficial treatment will not be withheld, but individuals 

who avail themselves of it participate in the production of evidence).   

Project leaders, sponsors and early collaborators at the state’s Department of Health 

rejected this argument on the grounds that such evidence about effectiveness would not have 

been generated by an RCT. Their objection was consistent with the hierarchy of evidence 

detailed in the EPR-3.  According to that hierarchy, it was epistemically defensible to base 

recommendations for babies and young children on findings from RCTs conducted in older 

children and adults; it was epistemically less defensible to equip the tool to collect practice-

based outcomes associated with treatment that had not been studied in an RCT. 

This hierarchy and the decision rules it supports ignore patient risk and/or benefit. There 

was a non-trivial risk that treating babies the same as adults could harm the babies. There was 

little risk of harm from the Montelakast-ICS-LABA treatment plan. Montelakast already was an 

approved treatment for respiratory allergies; ICS-LABA was an approved and commonly 

recommended treatment for asthma.  It made clinical sense to use the three-way combination 

to treat patients who had both respiratory allergies and asthma, and anecdotally, benefit had 

                                                                 
*
 These policies offer coverage for promising but untested technologies, under the condition that beneficiaries 

receiving such coverage enroll themselves in studies that evaluate effectiveness. 
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been observed. There was a greater risk associated with not supporting it with the tool.  

In other words, granting epistemic preference to the RCT over other forms of evidence had 

the potential to cause harm to some patients and to deprive others of benefit. 

IV.D. AN EPISTEMOLOGICAL CRITIQUE OF THE RCT  

Philosophers of science [136-138], health policy scholars [14], ethicists [139, 140] and 

physicians [141-143] collectively have generated a number of concerns about the epistemically 

privileged status that the RCT enjoys among advocates of evidence-based medicine, 

particularly in the case of chronic disease [139, 144].  Their concerns fall into two related 

categories.  One set addresses the limited applicability of RCT findings to the delivery of 

ordinary medical care to ordinary patients; these are concerns about external validity [145]. 

Although low external validity often is framed as the necessary price to be paid for high 

internal validity [146], a second set of epistemologically more sophisticated concerns 

addresses the ability of RCT methodology to address questions about treatments extended 

over time, in which the interaction between context and treatment cannot be ignored. These 

concerns are germane for chronic disease, which are axiomatically characterized by chronicity. 

A third concern, derived from the first two, is that by privileging evidence from RCTs, the 

only questions that tend to be entertained are ones that can be addressed with RCTs. Since the 

results have limited applicability to primary care or to chronic disease, most of the questions 

that primary care physicians have about their patients with chronic disease cannot be 

answered with existing evidence [147].  

RCTs struggle with external validity because the more tightly controlled are the 

circumstances under which the trial is performed, the more narrow the range over which 

results can be applied. Control reduces within-group variability, so that between-group effects 
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are easier to detect with sample sizes small enough to be economically feasible.  Control is 

achieved by homogenizing study populations with strict inclusion and exclusion criteria, and by 

ensuring that both participants and providers adhere strictly to study protocols.   

In ordinary clinical care, patient populations are diverse, containing individuals who do not 

resemble the homogenized populations selected for a trial.  One British study found that 90% 

of patients with asthma would not have been eligible for the RCTs that tested the efficacy of 

the medications they were using [148]; similar results have been found for patients with 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [148] and hypertension[149]. Also in ordinary clinical 

care, it is seldom possible to enforce a strict protocol. Providers cannot offer treatment for 

free, seldom follow up with the rigor that study protocols demand, and will often adjust 

therapies experimentally to determine combinations that have the optimal individual effects.  

When treatment is for one or more chronic disease, which persists indefinitely over time, 

findings from short trials may be irrelevant. Although trials could be lengthened, cost is a 

barrier, and trials which require adherence to study protocols established at inception 

inevitably become pragmatically and ethically corrupt the longer they are underway.  

Pragmatically, more participants may be unable or unwilling to remain adherent; study 

physicians may change who have less knowledge and/or commitment to initial protocol.   

Ethical troubles emerge if protocol adherence conflicts with participants’ ability to use newly 

discovered therapies.  

Although these pragmatic and ethical problems can be addressed by relaxing protocols, 

relaxation eliminates those features that make RCTs successful, and introduces another set of 

epistemological concerns. Trials that do not require strict adherence, but which are framed as 

an intervention compared to usual care suffer from erosion of validity over time, as what 
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constitutes “usual care” will inevitably change.  As it changes, it becomes increasingly difficult 

to know what the comparison to the intervention actually is. (Appendix C describes how these 

issues afflicted the world-renowned Multiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial).  

These issues are widely prevalent when the objective is to learn how best to treat a 

patient with one or more chronic disease.  There is no expectation of cure, thus there is no 

definitive endpoint that can be used to compare one randomly allocated group to another. 

Rather, there is the hope that the condition will be managed successfully enough to enable the 

patient to function normally, to experience a high quality of life, and to prevent or forestall a 

debilitating or life-threatening event.  Pharmacological management may be, and often is, a 

lifelong experience, which can induce iatrogenic effects.  These then must be managed, 

particularly when other diseases arise, which also call for pharmacological management.  Over 

time, a patient may be taking several different drugs.  To meet regulatory requirements, each 

drug may have been tested for safety and efficacy independently, but the combination used by 

one particular patient may never have been.   

For the clinician caring for a patient with one or more chronic disease, the relevant 

questions are not so much whether this particular drug works, or works better than another, 

under a set of controlled circumstances limited in time.  Rather, clinicians want to know which 

therapeutic regimen that may include multiple drugs will, over a perhaps extended period of 

time, give the patient the highest quality of life, within the patient’s constraints.  Those 

constraints include other medications, treatment preferences, as well as the patient’s physical, 

cognitive, financial ability to execute the prescribed regimen [136, 139, 144].  RCTs that are 

designed to test the safety and efficacy of one particular drug or regimen over a circumscribed 

period of time cannot generate this kind of evidence. 
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IV.E. USER-CENTRIC CDS FOR CHRONIC DISEASE AND A HEALTHCARE THAT LEARNS 

It is presumably for these reasons that a Roundtable on Evidence-Based Medicine 

convened by the Institute of Medicine questioned whether the RCT should remain endowed as 

the “gold-standard” for evidence, and also questioned the entire approach towards generating 

both evidence and guidelines.  Contributors to a Roundtable Workshop on EBM stated that as 

intervention options become more numerous and complex, and as more is learned about 

heterogeneous responses to therapy, “… the prevailing approach to generating clinical 

evidence is impractical today and may be irrelevant tomorrow”. Roundtable members 

envisioned a future in which evidence is generated as a by-product of the normal delivery of 

care, and is fed directly back into the care process through decision support, although they had 

no tested, pragmatic solutions for how this might be accomplished [150, 151], or even working 

prototypes. This chapter suggests that in the case of chronic disease, the vision could 

potentially be manifested through the use of CDS tools that embed evidence into the choices 

appearing on screen.  The same tools retain in their underlying databases both treatment 

choices and outcomes, which potentially generate data that support the creation of a new and 

evolving evidence base. 

For one condition (asthma) and for one CDS tool, the technical challenges to implementing 

this vision are minor.  Other challenges and barriers, however, exist; some are methodological, 

others are social. The IOM Roundtable members identified several challenges, but others arose 

during the HIT Asthma project which Roundtable members missed. 

The barrier that draws most attention is the privileged status that RCTs currently enjoy 

among advocates of evidence-based medicine, and the still nascent methodologies for 

rigorous alternatives that rely on data generated through natural experiment.  Alternatives to 
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RCTs are increasingly being developed and proposed, which alter criteria for evidence 

acceptability, taking into account effectiveness and not just efficacy [152], or assessing 

external validity [153, 154], or balancing internal and external validity [155, 156]. Federal 

sponsors are inviting proposals to develop methodologically sound processes [157] to analyze 

clinically rich observational data that are produced as byproducts of delivering care.  While 

methodological challenges and developing appropriate analytic technique will always persist, 

resources are currently being directed towards improvement. 

A deeper and potentially hidden social barrier exists within the informatics community.  

For more than twenty years, the community has embraced a document-centric vision of CDS, 

and has dedicated itself to finding ways to automatically translate narrative guidelines into 

executable code [12, 158, 159]. This is a large and expensive undertaking to which many have 

committed their careers. The Agency for Health Research and Quality has provided millions of 

dollars to fund the effort, and abandoning it would be difficult.  Yet here it is argued that 

abandonment is necessary if the Roundtable vision is to manifest.  Too many resources in the 

form of dollars and human talent are currently locked into a venture that the most 

knowledgeable observers say is unlikely to succeed [7, 104, 160], primarily due to its reliance 

on heavily engineered technology.   

The experience of the HIT Asthma project shows that it is possible to create CDS tools 

using technologically simple web-based languages in widespread use. Doing so would vastly 

expand the pool of developers capable of writing the code, unleashing a flood of talent that 

collectively could “computerize” hundreds of guidelines currently waiting until the automatic 

conversion languages are perfected enough to be usable. That could be a long wait, and 

physicians are impatient.  They want something that will help them now. Using ubiquitous 
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web-based coding languages also would shrink the challenge of local implementation to the 

simple task of installing software on a web server which can be invoked using strategically 

placed hyperlinks. 

An additional barrier concerns the business model to support the proposed enterprise.  

There must be a mechanism to recover the financial costs associated with maintaining both 

the content and the functioning of CDS tools that serve as practice guidelines unto themselves. 

These questions fall outside the scope of this paper. To address them, it is necessary to 

consider the role of professional societies that currently support guideline development, 

intellectual property rights for CDS tools in which clinical content appears in publicly available 

literature, reimbursement models that reward quality and how quality is assessed.  

Although the latter issues are formidable, so has been the social and methodological 

challenge of generating and accepting evidence from sources other than RCTs. Yet with 

attention and dedication there is the possibility that methodologically sound alternatives to 

RCTs will emerge, and that with their emergence, social agreement about the acceptability of 

practice-based evidence will be attained. With similar attention and dedication it may be 

possible to redirect the informatics enterprise towards more promising avenues of CDS tool 

development, and also to create fiscally sustainable models of the “health care system that 

learns”. Such attention is warranted because without it, development of CDS tools will 

continue to be afflicted with the ethical quandaries that inevitably arise if they only are 

conceived as translations of guidelines based on evidence derived primarily from RCTs.  
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FIGURE IV.1.  EXAMPLE OF A FIGURE IN THE EPR-3 SUMMARIZING 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PHARMACOLOGICAL MANAGEMENT OF ASTHMA 
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CHAPTER V. DISCUSSION. 

V.A. OVERVIEW 

The HIT Asthma project was a user-driven effort to provide physicians with the 

computerized support they require to perform administrative tasks and make clinical decisions 

to deliver high quality asthma care. The effort yielded a computerized decision support tool 

with clinical content derived from the most recently released and widely cited guidelines for 

asthma in the US. Because medical informaticists in the US and Europe have been creating 

“computerized guidelines” for chronic disease for more than twenty years, with respect to 

using technology to deliver guidelines at the point of care, there was nothing novel about the 

project’s objectives. Nor was there anything novel or controversial about its overall goals, 

which was to improve the quality of asthma care by providing physicians with just-in-time 

information about the most recently developed evidence-based recommendations available.  

The novelty was in the approach.  In the HIT Asthma project, the technology’s 

requirements were specified by the clinicians who would be using the tool, and working 

clinicians were involved at every step of development. By contrast, informaticists who create 

guideline-based computerized decision support for chronic disease typically take a “guideline-

centric” approach, focusing more on the guidelines to be computerized than the users who are 

the intended beneficiaries.  Research has shown that implementation of complex guided 

computerized support for chronic disease has had only a limited effect on process measures 

for quality of care or on patient outcomes, and deeper probing reveals that most failures to 

detect effects can be attributed to users’ rejection of the tools. Users have complained that 

they are awkward or otherwise unpleasant to use, and don’t offer support they find valuable.  

A reasonable hypothesis, supported by theory in cognitive ergonomics, is that if a CDS tool 
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were designed to explicitly meet user-expressed needs, barriers towards adoption would fall, 

and that guideline-adherence objectives would be achieved. The results shared in Chapter III 

sustain this hypothesis.  At the site where clinical users led the development of the tool, it was 

adopted quickly by many physicians. This Dissertation is being prepared approximately 18 

months after the tool became available, and in that time, it has been implemented at two 

different healthcare delivery sites with numbers of invocations rising each month. 

Negotiations with a third site are underway, and interest has been expressed by more than 

500 clinicians from approximately 100 healthcare delivery sites across the US.  

Besides the improved user acceptance of the technology, other insights emerged from the 

user-centric approach. These insights are aligned with the vision articulated by the Institute of 

Medicine (IOM) Roundtable on Evidence-Based Medicine, which stated that the nation needs 

“A healthcare system that learns”.   A healthcare system that learns is one in which evidence is 

conceived as “system experience”, and delivery is conceived as collective systemic behavior 

that adjusts as a result. According to IOM Roundtable members, to achieve this vision, 

evidence must be both developed and applied as a natural product of care delivery [14]. 

The HIT Asthma project suggests that user-centric, technologically simple, computerized 

decision support tools to manage chronic disease can become prototypes for the learning 

system that IOM Roundtable participants imagined, but currently does not exist. 

V.B. NOVEL INSIGHTS AND ILLUSTRATIONS OF A “LEARNING HEALTHCARE SYSTEM” 

V.B.1.  There is an ethical imperative to reconsider the privileged position of RCTs 

The HIT Asthma project found gaps between the clinical scenarios typically faced in 

ambulatory primary care, and the evidence upon which guideline recommendations are based. 

A central theme from the IOM Roundtable Workshop on the Learning Healthcare System is 
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that such gaps are common, and emerge from the cultural gulf between the health research 

and practice communities.   

In the HIT Asthma project, these gaps generated conflicts for the tool’s physician-

developers.  Their respect for the authority of the guidelines, and those who developed them, 

compelled them to present all guideline recommendations on the screen of the CDS tool, and 

to only present guideline recommendations on the screen.  But as described in Chapter IV, 

because evidence was absent or equivocal, instances arose in which such faithful adherence 

had the potential to harm some patients and deprive others of benefit.  The 

clinician/developers thus faced a conflict between their respect for and adherence to the 

authority of the guidelines, and their ethical obligations to patients.  

In the argument developed in Chapter IV, this conflict could have been resolved by using 

the tool not only as a means to disseminate evidence obtained primarily from RCTs, but also as 

a means to generate evidence, obtained from records of treatment decisions and patient 

outcomes in the tool’s underlying database. The solution was ethically defensible, technically 

feasible, and directly addressed a concern repeatedly emphasized by the IOM Roundtable:  

“Because RCTs are not practical, ethical, feasible, or appropriate to all circumstances, large 

data systems with built-in study design and feedback loops allow for investigations that have 

real rigor, utility and reliability in large populations. These systems will also provide a way to 

close the loop by identifying relevant order sets, tracking order set utilization, and routinely 

feeding this performance data back into order set development.”[161] 

The Workshop participants were speaking of order sets employed in large, enterprise-wide 

EHR systems, but the concept is the same. If hosted by an organization with the necessary 

resources and clinical authority, new evidence gleaned from analyzing results collected in CDS 
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tools’ databases could automatically be incorporated into new versions of the tools, which 

could be distributed back to users with the same technical mechanisms that Java and Firefox 

use when they announce that “updates are ready to be installed on your computer”.  

However, in the HIT Asthma project, this solution was rejected on the grounds that such 

evidence would not have been generated by randomized clinical trials (RCTs), despite the fact 

that it was nearly exclusive reliance on RCTs that caused the conflicts to emerge. This study 

design occupies the most privileged position in the hierarchy of evidence, although it is not 

well-suited to addressing the most difficult and important questions about chronic disease 

care. Its privileged position, however, means that most studies cited by guideline developers 

employ RCTs. It could be argued that privileging the RCT is thus ethically problematic because 

such a practice discourages the development of evidence using other means, even when other 

means are more defensible on both ethical and epistemological grounds.  

V.B.2. Interrupted time series analysis is a powerful tool for chronic disease research 

One of the valid criticisms applied to analysis of observational data is that because 

allocation to treatment is seldom randomized, it is not possible to use conventional statistical 

methods to analyze the results. In the workshop convened by the Institute of Medicine, 

Soumerai argues that interrupted time series offers feasible and rigorous alternatives [151]. 

The method addresses many threats to validity, such as competing sources of effects and auto-

correlation of results over time.  Graphs of the results often convey an intuitive understanding 

of intervention effects.  

Although Soumerai restricted his remarks to using interrupted time series to understand 

the effect of policy decisions, insights from the HIT Asthma project suggest that the design is 

also a feasible and rigorous method to evaluate population-level effects of clinical 
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interventions introduced at multiple sites.   

In this study, interrupted time series met physician needs. The clinicians who directed the 

HIT Asthma project had a normative agenda.  They wanted patients to have AAPs. Once the 

tool was in use, they also wanted the patients to have AAPs generated electronically. There is 

an established methodology for pursuing quality objectives in health care, disseminated by the 

internationally-known Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI).  One of the central 

components of that methodology is statistical process control, in which outcomes are 

measured and monitored continuously over time[162]. To generate graphs of results over time 

that would be intuitively meaningful to the clinicians, we plotted the weekly percentage of 

asthma patients with current asthma action plans, and marked the plot at the date the tool 

was introduced. For patients treated at some clinics in some age groups, the impact of the tool 

was visually unmistakable. For patients treated at other clinics in other age groups, the graphs 

were less informative, and analysis using the Box-Jenkins ARIMA models for interrupted time 

series resolved the uncertainty. 

ARIMA modeling and interrupted time series analysis has been applied only sporadically in 

health outcomes [163, 164], health services [165], and epidemiological research [166, 167], 

but when applied, the results are generally illuminating, offering insights that time-static 

methods are unable to provide.  Results are intuitively meaningful for clinicians, presentations 

are consistent with recommendations from IHI about measuring outcomes over time, and the 

approach is among those endorsed by the IOM Roundtable on Evidence Based Medicine. 

V.B.3. The CDS enterprise in medical informatics requires a revision of goals  

The informatics literature contains abundant documentation that practice guidelines are 

vague, ambiguous, logically incomplete and internally contradictory. In reports of CDS 
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endeavors, informatics authors often mention these guideline properties as “usual” [7, 15, 22, 

107, 168].   While some informaticists refer to these guideline features as “deficiencies”, and 

call for their elimination, others are more thoughtfully circumspect, and express awareness 

that vagueness is an intentional use of natural language* to deflect attention away from gaps 

in the evidence [7, 15]. An experienced informaticist writes: “…Guidelines intended to be 

based on evidence will necessarily run into absence of evidence, particularly for all but the 

theoretically simplest cases.  Yet it is exactly the non-simple cases that physicians would find 

guidelines most helpful”[15].  

In other words, thoughtful observers within the informatics community are aware that 

practice guidelines are often based on scant and unhelpful evidence. Despite this awareness, 

the informatics approach towards developing CDS tools is predominantly focused on methods 

to convert these same guidelines into executable code. This focus limits the role of CDS tools 

to disseminating weak and incomplete evidence, and is blind to the ethically troublesome 

issues that arise as a consequence. The approach inhibits the use of health information 

technology to manifest the vision of a healthcare system that learns. 

Moreover, informed, knowledgeable observers of and participants in the informatics 

community long have commented that the current, heavily engineered approach towards 

“computerizing guidelines” poses enormous and perhaps insurmountable challenges to 

implementation at local healthcare delivery sites [7, 23, 34, 47, 104, 168-171].  The code is 

complex for both the “computerized guideline” and the sites’ enterprise electronic health 

record systems. Interoperable standards and languages for large complex systems do not exist, 

                                                                 
*
 The Introduction of the EPR-3 states that the equivocalness of the vocabulary used in a recommendation reflects 

Panel commitment to it, and commitment reflects the strength of the evidence on which it is based. 
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thus these systems cannot exchange information or functioning [104]. It is not surprising then, 

that in 2006, after more than twenty years of development, Sonnenberg and Haggerty 

reported that there was no computerized guideline system in use outside of the institution in 

which it had been developed[7].  By contrast, less than two years after the technologically 

“light” product developed in the HIT Asthma project went live, it was in use in two institutions 

(one where it had been developed, and one not), and negotiations were underway to 

implement it at a third. 

In industrialized countries, the greatest population health burdens are created through 

chronic disease.  Yet guidelines for managing chronic disease are arguably in epistemic infancy 

because RCTs have a limited ability to produce practically relevant evidence to manage chronic 

disease over time.  Informatics talent and resources currently are directed towards developing 

heavily engineered computerized decision support tools to push this meager “evidence-based 

medicine” to the point of care, even though local sites cannot accept or digest the technology. 

It seems reasonable to suggest that informatics talent and resources might be better 

deployed to building simpler, user-centric CDS tools that can also generate practice-based 

evidence.  Such a refocusing would more quickly and assuredly achieve the goals identified in a 

2008 health policy conference convened by the American Medical Informatics Association, in 

which participants emphasized the contributions that health information technology could 

make to advance the IOM Roundtable workshop on evidence based medicine. [172]   

V.C. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The user-centricity of CDS tool development led to a number of unexpected findings and 

insights, which were directly germane to the IOM Roundtable vision of a learning healthcare 

system.  The Roundtable, comprised of leaders in healthcare delivery sectors across the US, 
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was convened in 2006 by the Institute of Medicine, which charged it to consider new ways to 

generate and disseminate evidence, because “The prevailing approach to generating evidence 

is inadequate today and may be irrelevant tomorrow, given the pace and complexity of 

change.” The Roundtable offered a futuristic vision, but could only hint at the technological 

developments that would be required to attain it.  

The contemporary informatics community does not offer an immediately viable method 

for manifestation, because its efforts have been directed towards developing automatic 

methods to electronically disseminate guideline recommendations that are based on 

conventionally generated evidence. The technical solutions for guided decision support that 

have emerged from these efforts cannot easily be integrated into the commercially available 

electronic health record systems which Roundtable members viewed as potential generators 

of evidence. To support the complex decision making necessary for managing chronic disease, 

there is a gulf between technologies capable of generating evidence (large, commercially 

available EHR systems), and technologies designed to disseminate it (artificial languages that 

automatically convert narrative guidelines into executable code). The current informatics 

agenda offers no immediately practical ways to bring them together. 

The HIT Asthma project demonstrated that a user-centric and low-tech approach for 

developing computerized decision support tools for chronic disease does offer that possibility. 

It is a practical prototype for a health care system that learns.  
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APPENDIX A. RECOMMENDATIONS TO AHRQ 

This appendix contains the recommendations the HIT Asthma project team made to AHRQ in a 
report that documented gaps between clinician requirements for knowledge and workflow 
support and the asthma guidelines. 

 

The analysis performed in Chapter II enhances empirical findings which were documented 

in a 2009 report to the Agency for Health Research and Quality (AHRQ), the sponsor of the HIT 

Asthma Project. The project’s goal was to improve the quality of asthma care through a 

computerized decision support tool that would guide a clinician through the typical tasks and 

decisions required during an office visit for asthma.  While obtaining user requirements [28, 

32] for the tool, and comparing them to the structure and content of the most recent national 

guidelines for asthma[173], there were numerous instances in which the guidelines did not 

meet users’ needs.  The agency requested a summary of these instances, along with 

recommendations for improvement, which it eventually shared with the office at the National 

Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI) that had sponsored guideline development.  The 

purpose was not to cite deficiencies in this particular set of guidelines, but to call NHLBI 

attention to the gaps between the support that working physicians required, and the 

narratives through which guidelines most frequently are expressed.  

The report to AHRQ concluded with a set of recommendations directed towards AHRQ, 

which in turn shared with the NHLBI.  Recommendations were primarily editorial.  A 

differentiation was made between the narrative, called the “foundational reference text”, and 

all other artifacts that may be used to convey the developers’ recommendations.  The 

foundational reference text is the artifact that most closely resembles the artifact that 

currently conveys guideline recommendations. The recommendations called for three 
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additional artifacts:  1) Summary documents (equivalent to pocket guides and/or single web 

pages), 2) A coder’s manual, and 3) An educators’ guide.   

This appendix summarizes editorial recommendations about the foundational reference 

text, and presents recommendations for the coder’s manual. 

THE FOUNDATIONAL REFERENCE TEXT 

The foundational reference text is typically the only document that developers currently 

prepare.  It is a lengthy natural language document written in the format of a comprehensive 

review article intended for publication in peer-reviewed clinical journals. Like the EPR-3, these 

documents summarize research findings, elucidate the reasoning used to draw conclusions 

from the findings, and communicate collective judgments about the best actions to take under 

certain circumstances.  Although the intended readership is presumably practicing clinicians, 

the actual readership may more likely be payers, policy makers and quality evaluators who 

look towards the text to determine how health care quality should be assessed. 

Editorial clarity in the reference text 

Guideline developers should more clearly communicate instances in which they believe 

that individual clinical judgment is most appropriate. For example, the EPR-3 contains the 

following statement on page 249, “Consider stepping up one or two steps, or starting a course 

of oral corticosteroids, or both”.  Developers should communicate the same sentiment using a 

statement such as:  “Research and experience have shown that all of the following actions can 

be beneficial, but the evidence is not strong enough to support a declarative recommendation: 

…” and then list the beneficial actions the clinician could take. 

Guideline developers should speak more directly to policy and payer audiences by 

referring not just to the strength of the evidence on which recommendations are based, but by 

clearly using the terminology that the Dartmouth Atlas Project (DAP) uses in attempting to 

explain geographic variation in per capita health care costs.  The DAP differentiates between 

three types of medical care: 

 Necessary care (care for which there is consensus about effectiveness and necessity) 

 Preference-sensitive care (care that requires a consideration of tradeoffs between 

risks and benefits) 
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 Uncertain care (the DAP actually calls this “supply-sensitive care” because they have 

found that the most robust predictor of how much is provided is the geographically 

available supply of it.  It is care for which there is no clinical consensus on 

effectiveness, and may not be addressed as part of medical education). 

By clearly articulating recommendations for care considered necessary, preference-

sensitive, and uncertain, guideline developers will help ensure that those who use the 

guidelines to develop quality measures will more likely reflect what the guideline developers 

know and believe.   

Error-checking the reference text 

As recommended by the medical informatics community, guideline developers should 

check the reference text with an informatics language developed to automatically convert 

narration into executable code.  Called a “markup” language, running a narrative through it 

identifies instances of internal inconsistency, logical incompleteness, and lack of clarity.   

Some in the medical informatics community argue that all instances of internal 

inconsistency, logical incompleteness, and/or lack of clarity should be resolved. We argue that 

resolution is appropriate if the identified inconsistency or ambiguity arose through editorial 

mishap:  developers may have intended to issue a definitive, clearly-worded prescriptive 

statement, but wrote passages that didn’t work as intended.  Such instances should be 

corrected because the developers’ original intent is preserved.  

However, guidelines contain numerous instances of intentional ambiguity, in which 

authors use natural language to communicate not just information, but social messages about 

that information.  There may have been insufficient evidence to support a clear, prescriptive 

statement, or there may have been disagreement among the guideline developers about the 

best ways to interpret the evidence that did exist, or the guideline developers may have 

disagreed about the value of recommended actions, relative to the anticipated resources such 

action might require. Intentional ambiguity should be communicated explicitly, by stating that 

guideline developers believe that multiple actions are reasonable, and that they are not 

endorsing any particular one.  Such language will clearly signal the policy and payer audience 

that these are not evidence-based best practices to be used to evaluate that quality of medical 
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care, and it will clearly signal software developers that multiple options should be made 

available from which the user may choose. 

Guideline developers should articulate responses to all logically possible clinical 

circumstances, even if there is no evidence on which to base a preference for one 

recommendation over another.   Theory and evidence suggests that if clinicians take the 

trouble to consult guidelines only to find that their questions are not even addressed, they will 

be much less likely to take such trouble in the future. While it is pragmatically infeasible to list 

such responses in the primary reference text, it is feasible and necessary to identify such 

responses in the coder’s manual, discussed below. 

THE CODER’S MANUAL AS AN ARTIFACT 

Guideline developers should prepare a “coder’s manual”, intended for use by software 

developers who are creating decision support software that is executable at the point of care.  

A useful manual will have the following properties: 

 Sections will be differentiated according to users’ workflows.  When considering a 

single clinical condition, such as asthma, the workflow is dictated in part by the setting 

where the encounter with the patient takes place (inpatient hospital, emergency 

room, outpatient clinic, school), in part by the patient’s previous encounter history 

(first encounter, or follow-up encounter), and in part by the patient’s level of asthma 

control.  Workflows arising in all circumstances will be clearly described, in terms of 

the sequence of actions clinicians must take, and the knowledge they require to 

perform each action appropriately. 

 There will be a glossary containing clear operational definitions for all terms.   

 There will be a section that covers circumstances in which data are missing,  

 There will be two indices, one indexing subjects within the manual, and the other 

indexing the same subjects in the reference text. 

 Every statement in the coder’s manual must be consistent with other statements in 

the manual; statements must cover all logically possible circumstances; statements 

can be interpreted only one way. 
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APPENDIX B. METHODS TO ASSESS THE EFFECT OF THE CDS TOOL 

This appendix contains detailed descriptions of the methods used to assess the effect of 
introducing the computerized decision support tool for asthma at Hennepin County Medical 
Center (HCMC). 

 

APPENDIX B.1. METHODS TO IDENTIFY ASTHMA PATIENTS 

“Patients with asthma” were identified using the following criteria applied to records from 

the electronic health record (EHR) system at HCMC:  

 The patient had at least one visit in which the encounter level diagnostic code (ICD-9) 

in the first or second position began with 493, OR 

 

 The patient had at least two visits in which at least one encounter-level diagnostic 

code in any position began with 493, OR 

 

 The patient had at least one visit in which there was at least one encounter-level 

diagnostic code in any position beginning with 493 (any position), and in addition, 

asthma was listed as active on the problem list. 

A “visit” was defined as a patient-date-site combination; all encounters taking place with 

that patient on that date at that site were collapsed into the same visit.  Multiple encounters 

per visit could arise if, for example, a patient was scheduled for an office encounter and an 

encounter with a diagnostic device on the same day at the same site.  It was possible for the 

patient to have more than one visit on a single day, if the encounters on that day took place at 

multiple sites.  Because analyses were performed for each site individually and for all sites 

overall, patients with visits at different sites were included within each site’s analysis. 

The date the patient was “known to have asthma” was the earliest date in which any one 

of the three criteria above were met.  Using these criteria, 9287 patients were “known to have 

asthma”. 
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APPENDIX B.2. RATIONALE FOR THE SAMPLING STRATEGY 

Resources were available to perform up to 1000 reviews necessary to identify patients 

with paper-generated plans scanned into their electronic records.  From the 9287 patients 

known to have asthma, the sample was selected so that results would yield the most useful 

information for quality improvement purposes, as well as the information most likely to 

generalize for research purposes.   

A quality goal at HCMC was for all asthma patients to have current AAPs generated 

electronically using the CDS tool*. If asthma patients were not receiving AAPs generated by the 

tool, it was necessary to know why in order to design the most effective quality improvement 

strategy.  Two primary hypotheses were entertained: 1) Providers were not generating AAPs at 

all, and 2) Providers were generating paper plans but were resisting the use of the CDS tool.  If 

providers were not generating any plans at all, the strategy would focus on the need for them.  

If providers were generating plans using paper, but not using the CDS tool, the strategy would 

focus on better dissemination of the tool.   

To determine the reasons that plans were not being generated by the tool, it was 

necessary to review records from patients with variable baseline rates for paper AAPs, and for 

whom there was no a-priori reason to believe that their providers would universally accept or 

reject the tool.  This called for sampling patient records from multiple clinics, because it was 

known that clinic cultures differed in ways that were likely to affect the use of the tool.  

Sampling patient records from multiple clinics also would help address the research question 

of whether introduction of the tool achieved comparable or different results across different 

                                                                 
*
 Use of the electronic tool was a goal because the tool provided decision support that brought evidence-based 

guidelines to the point of care, and also because it was easier to identify patients with completed plans 
electronically than through chart review. 
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types of practice sites.  While it was possible to take a random sample of all asthma patients 

regardless of where they received care, this would have reduced the ability to detect 

differences due to the effect within clinics, because of the necessary reduction in within-clinic 

sample size. The alternative was to select targeted samples of asthma patient records from a 

subset of clinics available. 

The subset was chosen using the following reasoning: 

 Providers who practiced at the two adult general medicine clinics on the main campus 

had expressed a strong resistance to using the CDS tool, arguing that because their 

patients had so many complex chronic conditions, they could not afford to devote a 

single 15-minute visit only to asthma.  Previously performed chart reviews confirmed 

this sentiment:  Less than 1% of the adult asthma patients who received care at these 

clinics had paper AAPs.  Because it was anticipated that uptake of the tool within these 

clinics was likely to be low, these clinics were rejected as observation sites, because 

the information value gleaned from the review effort would also likely be low. 

 

 Among pediatric patients, the age group with the highest rates of electronic AAPs was 

5-11 years.  This age segment was the target of reviews so that results would not be 

distorted by age effects.  Records for children in this age group were selected if they 

received care at:  1) one of the sub-clinics within the largest family medicine clinic in 

the community (FM1), 2) the smallest family medicine clinic in the community (FM2), 

3) the smaller of the two hospital-based pediatrics clinic (Peds1), and 4) one of the 

sub-clinics within the larger hospital-based pediatrics clinic (Peds2). 

     
After choosing pediatric patients, resources remained to perform additional chart reviews.  

These resources were used to review the charts of patients ages 21 and older who received 

care at the same neighborhood-based family medicine clinics who cared for the children 

whose records were reviewed.  The purpose was to determine if, within the same clinic, 

effects differed between pediatric and adult patients. 
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APPENDIX B.3. METHODS TO ESTIMATE PARAMETERS IN ARIMA MODELS 

The Box-Tiao strategy for assessing the effect of an intervention given a series of 

observations taken over time begins with the general representation of each observation y at 

time t as: 

-   

 
In this general expression, 

 C is the overall average of the series; 

 

 -  is a dummy indicator with a value of 1 if the intervention was in effect at time t 

and 0 otherwise; b represents the delay until the intervention manifests its effect; 

 

  is the general expression for the effect of the intervention I at time t-b, where 

o   represents the initial effect of the intervention, and the subscript refers 

to the number of lags required before the effect manifests. Absolute values 

of   closest to 1 indicate sharply accelerating effects, where positive 

values represent increases and negative values indicate decreases. 

 
o   represents the attenuation of the initial effect, or how quickly the slope 

levels off.  The subscript represents the number of lags over which the 

attenuating effect is in place [174].  Interpretation of positive values of  

that approach 1 is no attenuation of the effect over time.  Interpretation of 

positive values of  that approach 0 is rapid attenuation of the effect over 

time.  Interpretation of negative values of  is troublesome, because the 

negative value represents effects that “wobble” over time.  As values 

approach -1, this wobbling is interpreted to persist; as negative values 

approach 0, this wobbling is interpreted to settle down rapidly.  

 

  represents the “noise component” affecting the value of ; it is estimated by 

fitting an autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model, expressed as 

(p,d,q), where: 

o p represents the autoregressive (AR) component of the model, interpreted 

as the way in which observations at one moment in time affect observations 

p time periods or lags later; 
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o d represents the number of times successive observations must be 

subtracted from each other to remove drifts and/or trends and thus achieve 

stationarity; 

 
o q represents the moving average (MA) component of the model, interpreted 

as the way in which shocks to the system at one moment in time affect 

observations q time periods or lags later; 

 

The best-fitting ARIMA model generates residuals that most closely approximate white 

noise.  Recommended methods[125, 174] call for first identifying the best-fitting noise model 

for the series, and then adding terms to the model to estimate the effect, if any, of 

interruptions to the series. In this study, there were six series of over-time observations, given 

the two patient age groups (pediatric and adults) and the four clinics where the patients had 

visits (two family medicine clinics in the community that were visited by both pediatric and 

adult patients, and two pediatric clinics on the main hospital campus that were visited only by 

pediatric patients). 

Interrupted ARIMA models were fit separately to each series. According to Dickey-Fuller 

tests [175], each age-clinic series achieved stationarity after differencing at lags 1 (one week) 

and additionally at 52 (one year). The lag at 52 was unsurprising, given the known seasonality 

of asthma symptoms [167] likely to appear in the series as seasonality in patient visit patterns 

and provision of AAPs.  Another source of annual seasonality in children was the onset of the 

school year, when children were both more susceptible to viral respiratory infections 

transmitted by other students (known to exacerbate asthma symptoms), and when school 

nurses requested AAPs from medical sites. 

After differencing, the model for each series was fit with the necessary AR and/or MA 

terms, using the modified Portmanteau test [176, 177] to compare residuals to white noise.  
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Selection among competing models was achieved by using the smallest values of the Akaike 

Information Criterion (AIC) [178], and the Schwarz Bayesian Criterion (SBC)[179], both of which 

provide estimates of model fit, with a penalty for the number of parameters estimated.   

Once the most parsimonious ARIMA model generating the “whitest” noise was found, 

additional terms representing “interruptions” to the series were fit.  For the series of 

observations from patients (both pediatric and adult) visiting the two family medicine clinics in 

the community, there was one “interruption”, which was the intervention that included 

education about the importance of asthma action plans and introduction to the computerized 

tool for generating them.   

For the series of observations from patients visiting the two pediatrics clinics on the main 

hospital campus, there was an additional “interruption”, representing the effect of the pilot 

performed at those two clinics for three weeks prior to introducing the tool across the campus 

overall. It was necessary to explicitly model the potential effect of the pilot because a flaw was 

discovered in the tool’s underlying database while the pilot was underway. Correction of the 

flaw required a complete overhaul of the database, which meant that all data about patients 

receiving electronically generated plans during the pilot were lost. The lost data had the 

potential effect of continuously undercounting the overall rates of current asthma action plans 

for patients in these clinics, because if, for patients seen during the pilot, providers abandoned 

paper plans in favor of electronic ones, the results would only show the abandonment of 

paper AAPs; they would not show the creation of electronic ones.  

To model the effect of the intervention, a common tool-introduction date of July 10, 2009 

was set for all six age-clinic series.  It was assumed that the effect was delayed until 

appearances of electronically generated plans within the series occurred.   
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It was assumed that the onset of the effect of the intervention – if any – would be gradual. 

Representation of this assumption called for setting the value of -  to be 1 from July 10, 2009 

onwards, and to 0 prior to July 10, 2009.   

No a-priori assumptions were made about the attenuation of the effect. To model 

potential attenuation, different δ parameters were introduced at lags that matched the graphs 

of the series over time,  and also matched lag-specific spikes in the autocorrelation functions 

of the residuals[180].   

Parameters representing initial and attenuating ( ) effects were retained in the 

model if they achieved conventional levels of statistical significance (p<0.05).  In some 

instances, terms were retained at less stringent levels of statistical significant if they were 

required to eliminate autocorrelation among the residuals, or if their inclusion substantially 

reduced both the AIC and the SBC.   

In cases of competing models, the one selected was the one that was easiest to interpret 

with reference to the series’ plot over time. 
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APPENDIX C. INSTRUCTIVE ANECDOTES FROM RCTS 

This appendix contains historical information about uses of randomized controlled trials 
(RCTs). 

 

APPENDIX C.1. EPISTEMOLOGICAL CHALLENGES IN THE MULTIPLE RISK FACTOR 
INTERVENTION TRIAL (MRFIT) 

The Multiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial enrolled 12,866 participants across 22 sites, 

randomly allocated them to a Special Intervention (SI) or Usual Care (UC) and followed them 

for 6-7 years. Due to the time it took to enroll all participants, the trial lasted eight years. The 

primary question addressed by the trial was whether the special intervention that included 

smoking cessation counseling, and reducing blood pressure (BP) and cholesterol would reduce 

the risk of death from coronary heart disease (CHD) among middle aged men, compared to 

usual care. Eligibility was based on a composite risk score that included smoking status, BP and 

cholesterol; those enrolled had high scores, but had never experienced a coronary event.   

During the 8 years of recruitment, treatment and followup, usual care in the community 

came to resemble the special intervention.  At trial conclusion, there was no statistically 

significant SI-UC difference in the 3-year post-trial CHD mortality rates, largely attributed 

secular changes in usual care[181]. Differences also were difficult to detect because overall, 

mortality rates were lower than expected, attributed to the clinical peculiarity of trial 

participants, who were enrolled because they were at high risk for a coronary event, but had 

never experienced one. Twenty years after active intervention and followup ceased, but post-

trial mortality rates were still being compared, mortality rates among participants still were 

lower than expected, prompting trial investigators to joke that the participants were immortal. 

 Clinical peculiarities also arose because of the composite nature of the risk score: Among 
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trial participants, those who smoked had lower average BP than those who did not, primarily 

because if they smoked, they could be enrolled with a low BP. These clinical peculiarities 

frustrated efforts to use the large database to address other questions. For example, the 

MRFIT database presumably contained information that would help determine if the special 

intervention reduced the incidence of new-onset Type II diabetes.  Diabetics were excluded 

from the trial, but the risk factors for CHD were similar to those for diabetes. Analysis showed 

that the relative risk of developing diabetes over six years was lower in SI compared to UC, but 

only among the non-smokers.  Among the smokers, the effect was reversed; SI participants 

were much more likely to become diabetic than their UC counterparts [182].  Publication of 

this finding was delayed by 3-4 years because investigators could not explain it. An untestable 

explanation was that the finding emerged from the peculiar clinical characteristics of the 

selected participants. 

APPENDIX C.2. HISTORY OF THE RCT IN MEDICINE 

The randomized controlled trial as a research design was perfected in the 1920s by RA 

Fisher, who used the method to address questions arising in large scale agriculture. Fisher 

needed to know which combination of inputs (seed, fertilizer, water) would, on average, 

produce the greatest yield, regardless of the soils on which they were applied[183].  In 1937, 

Dr. Bradford Hill embraced and lauded the design, and argued for its use in medicine[184].  

Some of the pressing medical questions at that time concerned the most promising 

preventative or curative treatments for vector-borne diseases afflicting public health such as 

smallpox, polio, tuberculosis, syphilis.  If a large-scale public investment was to be made, it was 

imperative to know which investment would yield the greatest overall benefit.  In other words, 

the questions were similar to the ones that Fisher confronted: Which treatment would 
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generate the highest average yield overall? 

The RCT is well-suited to questions of this type.  Randomization protects physicians from 

their own biases (and also provides an ethically acceptable way to allocate limited supplies of 

treatments believed to have benefit). Control reduces within-treatment variability, thus 

reducing the size of the sample necessary to detect a statistically significant effect.  

Both features also were useful for protecting the public from toxic or useless drugs that 

were promoted by their manufacturers [185], and in the late 1960s, the RCT acquired legal 

status in the US for precisely this purpose. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) had 

ordered removal from the market drugs that medical experts had deemed ineffective. The 

drugs’ manufacturers challenged the orders in court on the grounds that expert opinion was 

biased. The FDA responded by naming the randomized, double-blinded, controlled clinical trial 

as the criteria by which “evidence” of efficacy would be acceptable. Although manufacturers 

challenged this as well, the decision was upheld by the Sixth District Court of Appeals[185], 

thus endowing this particular study design with a legal and regulatory status that no other 

study design can claim. 

Dr. Hill, the original proponent of employing the RCT in medicine, never asserted that the 

design would yield information about the best way to treat individual patients, and stated that 

an RCT demonstrates what “…can be accomplished with a medicine under careful observation 

and certain restricted conditions,” adding that “… the same results will not invariably or 

necessarily be observed when the medicine passes into general use” [186].  

 

 


